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Sickle cell
unit loses
NIH grant

Pledgees injured.
in car accident
'

By Diana Carter

'

Hilltop Staff Reporter

By Alonza Robertson
and Robert L. Frelow, Jr.
Hilltop Scaff Repor1ers

Officials of Howard University's
world-renowned sickle cell center -who face the prospect of no money
after losing their $I million federal
· grant -- are~prepating to petition the
university for funding in an effort to
keep the doors open.
The center did not receive one of
the ten National Institute of Health
(NIH) grants a\varded every five
years to college medica l research
centers.
According to Dr. Roland B. Scott,
1
the center's director and an early
researcher of the anemic blood
disease, ''Everyone is going to lose."

I

The clinic, which has received funding from NIH for the past 15 years
will now have to cutback on services
and staff. The comprehensive services offered by the clinic -- such as
patient care, continued research of
the disease, educational services and
counseling -- will have to be cut, Scott
said.

Photos by Frank Byrd
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Presidentiol condidote Jesse Jackson prepares for on interview outside the Howard Inn Wednesday.

Jackson brings message to D. C.
By Robert J. Vickers
Hilltop Staff Reporter

\
-

Rolond Scott
'' I L is hard to say whic\1 of the se rvices will be cut, but it is like taking
a spark plug out of a car,'' said Scott,
''without it the car will not run and
that is \\'hat \viii happen to the
.c enter.''
· ''We not only \vork 'Yith the community but \Ve have been here to help
post-graduate stu de11t s , medical
students and students wit\1 research
projects ,'' Scott said.
He said N IH evaluated the sickle
cell center's researcl1 proposal for
funding and deemed it not among the
highest in priority.
''The way the proposal is set up is
that each investigator drafts his or her
own, including the procedures for
carrying out his or her research project," said the director .
He said this year's request \Vas no
different than the proposals submitted in past years.
''The priority score we received
from NIH \vas on a similar level
when compared \Vilh previous submissio ns ,:• he said. However, those
from other schools ranked high,-~
than Howard this Yfar.
Scott p_led·ged to petition the
university for an appropriatio11 to the
·-D Continued on page 11
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Democratic presidential candidate Jesse Jack son
visited Howard University W~dnesday aftc:rnoon
dt1ring.a sweep through Washington on an anti-drug
campaign.
Jackson, the second place winner of Tuesday's Illinois Primary, brought his campaign to the Hciward
Inn, on Georgia Avenue where he greeted ·~·o ters and
spoke with the press. ''We're getting st ronger and
we ' re going to win," he said.
Ciain-iing ''more popular votes than anyone in the
presidential campaign,'',Jackson also visited the Anthony Bowen YMCA in Northwest Washingto11 and
walked the streets around one of the Districts's worst
drug-selling areas, 14th and U Streets N. W.
'
''When I was growing up the major threat was
men in hoods. Those who sell drugs don't wear
hoods, they a re hoods," he said at the rally which

followed his neighborhood walk.
D.C. Mayor Marion Barry, who attended the
Jackson rally, said of Jackson,"You are the only
presidential candidate I know that has spo ken out
againgst drugs and made it a part of your platform.''
Speaking to a small but enthusiastic crowd that
carried signs reading 'The real Action-Jackson' and
'Hope not Dope', Jackson noted, ''The drug war has
local casualties. I believe in a strong defense, [but)
it starts within our O\vn borders."
·
Jack son then shifted gears from drugs to politics.
''The drug flow around the government [in D.C.]
is a source of embarassment .... That's the reason why
I wa lk these st r eets tonight,'' he sa id.
Accompanied by Barry and District Delegate
Walt~r Fauntroy, Jackson boasted that his campaign
has ''the smallest budget but the clearest mission,"
admitting that ''whoe\'er gains the support of the
people will win {and] we the people will win."

Seven pledgees of a campus sorority were injured in an early·morning
car accident Thursday after the driver
of their vehicle apparently fell asleep,
according to an official of the
organization' s national chapter.
Though specific details were sketchy, Marcellus Peterson, executive
director of Delta Sigma Theta,
' Sorority, Inc ., said the accident occurred at approximately 6:30 a .m. at
the corner of Varnum and 18th Sts.,
NW , and did involve members of the
Alpha Chapter Pyramid Ple,d ge
Club .
Kim Jones, driver of the vehicle,
and Shelly Taggart were admitted to
the Washington Hospital Center's
shock trauma unit around 8. a.m.
with lacerations, and a left arm fracture and fractured nose, respectively, said Mary Anderson, a hospital
spo kesperson.
At press time, both were in serious,
but stable condition.
The other occupants of the car included: Kym Ward, Kim Yates,
Melanie Martin, C heryl Albert and
Natalie Strand, according to Vincent
Johns, dean of student life and activities at Howard.
The other five were treated and
later released from the hospital after
suffering minor bumps and bruises,
the hospital Spo kesperson said .
Peterson said the so rorit y's
regional office director Madelaine

Lawson, would be in charge of a formal investigation.
'' We are interested in the circumstances of where- and why they
were going,'' at that time of the morning, Peterson said. Lawson was
unavailable for comment.
Johns said there is no university
regulation th'a t stipulates the time of
a day pledging activities are
permitted.
•
''W_e can be very structured in our
policies and procedures but there is
I
no way we can guarantee that they
(the pledge clubs) are going to follow
just that," Johns said.
He added the university will be
conducting its own investigation, as
well.
Senior Alexis Eatman, the dean of
pledgees, refused Comment at the
hospital Thursday night.
Chapter president Rosie Allen, also
a senior, · was unavailable for comment.
Peterson said the students' families
had been contacted, and she did not
a nticipate any lawsuits to be filed
against the sorority.
The pledge club is now in the final
days of the chapter's traditional six
week pledge period. In past years the
Pyramids have performed in the Probate Day activities on the main campus around noon, the Friday before
Spring break .
- Other fraternity and so rority
pledge clubs are scheduled to perform
today , although the Delta's have not
confirmed
the
·P y ramids'
presentation.

I

lJ Continued on page 11

AIDS discussed in teleconference
By Rebecca Little
Hilltop Staff Reporter

•

One out of every four Acquired
Immune Defi ciency Syndrome
(AIDS) victimS in the United States
is black, according to Dr. Rudy
Jackson, a panelist at the Howard
University teleconference on AIDS
Wednesday night.
The program, entitled, ''The
Frightening Dilemma: AIDS in the
Black Community," brought
together Jackson , a consultant for
the National Center for Disease Control (CDC) and other AIDS experts
to discuss the escalating number of
cases of the deadly disease among
blacks.
''Blacks make up a disproportionate number of AIDS cases," said
Jackson , also a Morehouse School of
Medicine representative. ''Blacks are

This week:

,,

only 12 percent of the population ,
but make up 25 percent of all
reported AIDS cases ."
Since early March of this year, the
CDC reported over 55,000 cases of
AIDS; 13 ,000 of those victims were
black.
Dr. H arry Havelos of the National
Institute of Drug Abuse said over
half of black AIDS victims are intravenous (IV) drug abusers or people who had sexual contact with ari
IV drug user. More than 70 percent
of the cases are heterosexuals who use
IV drugs and a significant number are
women, he said.
Dr. Janet Mitchell of Harvard
University expressed concern over the
numbers of AIDS cases among black
women and children . She said about
52 percent of all women with AIDS
are black, making black women 13
times more likely to get AIDS than
their white counterparts.

According to Mitchell, a significant number of black women contracted the disease from IV drug users
or from ~ontact drug users. She added that more than 50 percent of all
children born with the virus are black
and at high risk of becoming ill during their first two years.
Mitchell said education needs to
target IV drug users, while Jackson
stressed the need to investigate the
causes of pronouced drug abuse in
the black community.
Larry Ellis, executive director of
Life Link, an AIDS support group,
urged blacks to stop denying the problem and to realize that AIDS is
everyboc!_y's disease.
.
The H oward University Office of
Satellite Communication collaboated
with the Hospita l Satellite Network
to present the program to a potential
15·20 m illion people at selected sites
across the country.

By Shelia Maxwell
and
Aionza Robertson

Students pock-up a car for spring break vacation.

Spring break safety tips, p. 8
Smokey Robinson lectures youth, p. 3
Tennis star predicts win , p. 10

In a society wh~re premartial
sex is highly accepted , abstinence
can be difficult to maintain,
especially in a liberal atmosphere
such as a college campus.
On Howard's campus, there is
a great deal of sexual activity as
acknowledged by health administrators
and
st udent s
themselves. But there are those
who are attempting to curtail and
end students' practice of engaging
in premarital intercourse.
Christian groups such as the _
Howard University Campus
Crusade for Christ are promoting
sexual purity. Last month, the
~ Rev . James White, a member of
the crusade, told a grour of
students in Blackburn Center Lhat
even though waiting until after
marriage to have sex seemed ''out
of date'' he urged students to abstain from the activity.
''The Bible gives the basis for a
good sexual relationship and calls
fo r sex to happen only within a
1narital relationship,•• said White.
But what White said is certain-

Co-ed
sexuality:
A look behind
closed doors
Third in a series
ly not being practiced by students.
According to Col. McClain
Garrett, director of the University Health Center, abstinence may
be a noble idea, but ''nobody buys
that . You all [students] are active
around here.''

Photo by Fi-an_sc=lno C rowellt, Jr.

Eye disease high in blacks
By Eric Smith
Hilltop Staff Reporter

One out of every eight blind people in the United States loses their _vis ion to glaucoma. In white
Americans, it is the third leading
cause of blindness . In the black
population, it is ranked number one.
''The unfDrtunate thing with
glaucoma is that once the damage has
occurred, the eyesight lost, cannpt be
restored," said Dr. Roger Mason of

Sexual activities prevail on campus
Hilltop Staff Reporters

.
.
Photo 'by Paul Woodruff

Dr. Roger Moson (right) examines a patient.

Garrett said that a ''sizable
number of s.tudents'' are not practicing family planning/ birth control despite their knowledge of it
and its availability. '' The student •
doesn't think he (or she) is sexually
active," Garrett said.
He also noted that there are a
''sizable'' number of pregnancies
at the university. The health center
does perform pregnancy tests but
does not offer abortion services or
prenatal care.
Of those students who are sexually active, not enough are mak·
ing attempts to protect themselves
from Sexually Transmitted
Diseases (STDs) also, Garrett said.
He emphasized the permanency of
STD's. ''Once you have an STD,
you have an STD,'' he said. He
added that some students do not
realize that some STDs are not
curable.

According to a U.S. News and
World Report study, 33,000 peo-·
pie each day will contract a STD.
And a recent study of the newest
STD--Acquired Immune Deficien·
cy Syndrome (AIDS)--shows that
once the virus is detected, the
disease symptoms will appear in
less than six months and end in
death .

the Howard University Hospital .
Among the, reasons Mason stated
as to why blacks are affected more
greatly than whites is that in general,
blacks' access to medical care is not
as great that of whites.
''If one does not go in for a routine
check-up early on, by the time
[glaucoma] is discovered, it's in it's
advanced stages and more difficult to
prevent blindness.''
Glaucoma is broken down into two
principal categories, chronic and
O Continued on page 9

Students plan
symbolic siege ,
of HU building .
By Cheryl Duncan •
Special to the Hilltop

•

'

On Monday. April 4. 1988, the
Howard University Student Association is conducting a seizure of the
Howard University Student Association is conducti,ng a symbolic seizure ·
of the Howard University Administration Building.
In commemoration of the. 20th an· .
niversary of the student occupation
the administration building, and of
the assassination of Dr. Martin
Luther King Jr . in 1968, the student
government will seize the Mordecai
Wyatt Johnson Building on the
Howard University campus from 11a.m. to 2 p.m.
"Those of us who are fighling for
our freedom in 1988 at Howard
University have forgOttCn neither our
purpose, nor our mission to help
liberate our struggling people.'"
stated Jaote Watu, coordinator of the
symbolic seizure.
Some of the student leaders who
organized the 1968 occupation will be
in attendance at the eveqt, as will current community activists.
A march and a rllly will follow ••e ·
occupation.
•

•
''
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Porter/Joseph. contest election results

•

rnoto oy 1•a11I Woodruff

A stude'1t uses the new copying machines this week.

David Porter

Libraries install copiers
8}' Monica Baker
Hilltop Staff Reporter

The four major campus libraries
J1ave installed, for

a 90-day

trial
period, eig ht new photocopy
machines that utilize magnetic
cards instead of coins, according
to library officials.
The Ose 125 co pier, made by
,t he Clifton, Va. based Comproducts, Inc. will be located in
tlte Schoo l of Business and Public
, Administration's
Librar y,
" Founder's, Healtl1 Sciences and
tlte Undergrad uate Libraries.
'' They' re state of the art," said
Doris Mitc;hell, assistant director
of the Undergraduate Library. She
said the 11'1iversity selected this
group after revic·n·ing a number of
proposa ls.
' 'These make a lot of copies
i1h little maintenance," Miichell
\ \1

By Kalena Hammock
Hilltop Staff Reporter

Seve n honorees were recognized
for their achievemments in en·
trepreneurship at a conference hosted
by the School of Business and Public
Administration March 11-12.
Honoree, Nathan Conyers, president of Ri verside Ford in Detroit, Mi.
and the lo ngest su rviving black Ford
dealer in America, said the frontier
blacks have yet to conquer is that
dealing with economics.
''There is a world out there that
needs to be explored. Entrepreneur·
ship is an area that blacks have not
passed," he said. ''If we are serious
as a people we would not let this op·
port unity pass.''
''A venture for the black community is for them to go into business
for themselves," Conyers said. He
said thal blacks shoul'1 come together
and own their own businesses.
Conyers, \v ho started his dealership in 1970, said if'.other races can
come to America and succeed in their
own businesses, blacks should be able
to do the same. ''We need co rekindle chat spark and prove who we (as
blacks) a re," Conyers said. ,
Also honored, Michelle Ha'gans,
president of Ford Lincoln C.::Ompany
in Washington, D.C., gave advice to
future ent repreneurs \Vho \Vant to
pursue a career in real estate
development.
''When you are successful in the
industry, there is a lot of gratifica·
t ion," she said. ''This gratification is
not always the dollar but it is the feel·
ing that I have made it."
Commitment and sacrifice are two
elements that a person must have to
go into real estate,"she said.
''To be success ful in this_business,
it takes hard work and commitment," Hagans said. '' There are
enormous sacrifices because you are
not only 4esponsible for your salary

•

needs to be amended,'' sciid Wilson,
''and only until it is made clearer can
one go by what it states concerning
election results.''
\Vilson said he told Smith .of his
decision and will plead his case to
Vincent Johns, dean of Student Life
and Activities. However, Smith said
that he has heard nothing about
Wilson 's further contention, and
thought that Monday's recount had
been the ''end of if."
Responding io accusations of be- ing dubbed ''sore losers,'' Wilson
said, ''That's to be expected, but you
can' t -call a person a sore loser if he
has a_legitimate case, and we do.,,.
Porter and Joseph plan to protest
the results until the question of the
irregularities in the constitution is
~n'swered .

. ''I. think it will be a shame for them

(Porter and Joseph) to lose by a constitutional flaw,'' Wilson said.

•

Eatery changes owners,
home cooking remains

said. ''For instance, the old
copiers held 1200 sheets of paper ·
while the ne'v co piers hold 2200
sheets.
Mitchell said tha1 poor copy
quality, frequent breakdO\l.'ns, and
many complaints is \vhat made the
library decide to make a change
after four years \Vith the coin
operated photocopiers.
Comproducts and its technicians will take care of maintenance
so, ''no library fac ult y will have to
load o r unload, fix or maintain
any of the photocopiers," said
Mitchel l.
The ''valu-card," a magnetized,
pl astic card, is encoded with a particular cash value determined by
the user.
''Th ink of these cards as Metro
fare cards or credit cards because
it is money ," sa id 1he assistant
director.

By Marty Lewis
Hilltop Staff Repor1er

Students walking up Georgia
Avenue often pass , so they say , one
of the best places to eat on this side
of town, the University G rill .
Serving H ow~rd's students si nce its
opening in t he late 70's, the grill
stand s out from ot'h er local
restaurants \vith its down home cooking style.
''It is this home·style of cooking
which bring ~ in a iot of st udents,"
said Lang Rorer, a previous owner of
the grill.
'' l like it because the food is closer
to home made, unlike the local fast

Entrepreneurs stress black owne(ship

•

a difference of eight votes between
By Glenda Fauntleroy
the two candidates, said Gerald
H illtop Staff Repor1er
Smith, election committee l:hairman.
However, Monday's recount did
Following a contestation of the not satisfy the Porter/ JOseph slate
Howard University Student Associa- and they said they will continue their
tion's (HUSA) run-off election contestation of the election.
results, the General Assembly ElecWilsori is reqt1esting a second runtion Committee recounted the casted off
election,
arguing
that
votes Monday, to assure their Swaby/ Turner needs a 51 percent
accuracy.
majority to be claimed victors. He
The David Porter and Anthony based his argum·ent on the universiJoseph slate filed the complaint last ty's const itution about HUSA
week after losing the HUSA election elections.
"
by eight votes. Their campaign
''In the constitution, Article 1, Sec.manager, Howard Wilson, challeng- tion 5, Clause C, it states that in case
ed the election committee's claim that no one receives a 51 percent majoriGarfield Swaby and Robert Turner ty in the first election, then a run-off
won the election.
·
should be held between.the top two
Wilson said Swaby/ Turner did not contenders, but it fails to mention
receive 51 percent of the vote and .that what percentage is necessary in the
he questions the small margin that his 1·un-o ff," Wilson said.
slate lost by.
Wilson saic,1 the word '' majority''
The recount, however, reproduced is unclear in speaking of the run-off.
the same results ·as the initial count, ·
''This part of the constitution

f1VV1" ,,

food places, '' said Kelly Doss, a
sophomore from Louisiana.
New owner, Joe Sim, said he plans
to stay the same as far as the food
goes.
~' I 'm not going to change the style
Of food because it has been successful
with the customers," he said .
'' In the future I am going to
monitor the portion control closer
a long with trying to add more chairs
and tables so 1 can serve more
customers', " he said.
Sim said because Howard students
account for about 80 percent of the
grill's profit, he 'p lans to institute a
meal plan.
''The st udents gave me the idea,
they showed an interest in having a
meal plan," said Sim, ''so I thought
it would be a good idea. I figured I
would keep it as Jong as it works and
for now, it's working just fine ."
'' Another reason 1 decided to start
a meal plan is because I like the
Howard students,'' said Sim.

New owner Joe Sim wonts to

(L1·5pCN.'

~erve

· Photo by Susan Harewood ·

more customers.

.

..

Hilltop Staff Reporter

\

False bomb threats have disrupted
classes 14 times in the past two weeks,
acCording to Lawre0ce Dawson, direc
tor of H oward University Security.
Dawson co rre lated the high
number of threats to the mid-term ex·
amination period and · the recent
university policy change which fo rces
~eans to evacuate buildings irl. the
event of a bomb threat.
'' I definitely' think that these
threats are connected to exam ~ . but
people also know about the change
in policy and I think that has .a lot to
do with it too," Dawson said.
The office ot the university presi·
dent made the change in Dec. 1987,
in an attempt to unify the responses
• to the threats throught the universi-

• •
•

'

The California Students Association
presents

'

REVOLUTION
une reforme de la norm

A Fashion Show
Wednesday, March 30 at 7 p.m.
Cramton Auditorium
$3.00
Tickets Available at Cramton Box Office
-Photo by Paul \\-'oodru

Business student Milton Hilliard (center) and others took part in awards
ceremony.
but also the salar ies of the peoplt> people are not in it and they are not
\vho wo rk under you."
LJ1. the controlling seats of 1he corBefore going into real estate, porate \vorld.
H ag a ns sai d 1hat future en·
''We should package our concerns
trepreneurs should learn the business around the object or real object of
they 'vant to get into before they pur- entrepreneurship, ~' Smith said.
sue their own.
Other honorees who spoke at the
' 'Lea rn the business but don't conference were Marion Green, an
learn at your O\vn expense," Hagans entrepreneur in the District -anel
said. '' Learn on somebody else's Adolf and Mary Dulan, ow ners of
payroll and while you are there, learn Aunt Kizzy's Back Porch Restuarant
in Marina Del Ray, Ca.
more than what is given to you.''

Joshua Smith, president of the
Maxima Corporation and who was
a lso honored, said that the problem
\vith corpora1e America is that black

•

•

'

Nancy Flake, director of the Small
Business Center, said that the con·
ference was formed to cover the im·
portant issues of black entrepreneurs.

Frequent b.omb threats disrupt classes
By Cheryl Greenhouse

.. ' .,

have really become a nuisance in one
of my classes because the teacher told
us that he is going ot start giving us
pop quizzes because the bomb threats
are fal ling on days that assignments
are due and tests or quizzes are
given.''
Corey Henderson , a freshmen in
the College of Liberal Arts, had three
classes-cancelled due to bomb threats.
H~ said tt.e cancellations gave him
time to catch up on his work, but he
"They really have become said he was concerned that if the
a nuisance, " security chief bomb threats continue, they could
result in the waste of his money for
said.
'
tuition.
Despite the large number of these
pr anks, the securilty office still takes
bomb threats serious ly. ''Incident
"! personally feel 'that bomb · reports are still filed in the security
office and with the D.C. police,"
threats don't serve any purpose,
said Stacy Bradner, a junior in, the Dawson said. ''It's all just a big
School of Communications. ''They disruption and a nuisance.
cy, Dawson said.
'' Before, the deans had a choice in
the matter, now chey have to
evacuate," Dawson said.
While so me students tl1ink bomb
threats are a good way to getout of
attending class, otliers said the threats
must stop.
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Youth get 'pep talk'
from big entertainer

U.S. indicts Ollie,
aid to Honduras

Smokey Robinson tells students about dn,gs. pregnancy
By Tracey A. Hymes
Hilltop Staff Reporter

Grammy award winner Smokey
Robinson addressed more than 700

students Tuesday at Roosevelt H igh
School during a forum on the trauma
of teenage pregnancy and drug abuse.
· Durihg the school program, sponsored by Mayor Marion Barry's Office of Teenage Pregnancy and Infant

Mortality, Robinson spoke not only
about the problems that continue to

•

plague today's youth, but he also ad-

dressed issues regarding success and
high expectations as well as ways to
set and achieve goals.
·

''When you look at ID)' life, you
probably think of me as a person who
is always having a good time ... the
mu'sic is good, and my life is a bunch
of fun,'' Robinson explained softly,
yet convincingly.
.
'' That's true because I love music
and I love what I am doing, but I've
been very blessed that my life is what
it is ... If you turn to God, understand his work and know the value of
that, you can achieve just about

•
Photo

b)~ !r!l~st

McAlister

Smokey Robinson

•'

anything ti1.:it yot: ·.vant to achieve in
your life."
Robitii,on reminisi;ed about his
childhood and advised l11s 1~enage aJdience to make their dreams becotnc
realities no matter what the odds. He
said that neither family background
nor environment should be obstacles
i ha:: hinder success.
'' I. grew up in a house with. my
n: :ces and nephews. My oldest sister
raised me after my 1nother died, and
there were 11 kids in the house,'' sa)d
Robinson. ''My house h ad rats,
roaches, and bedbugs, but that did
not stop me, or any 01~ my nieces and
nephews, from wanting t'_. ge~.out of
that and achieve sometlt1:1g.·
Robinson further c:ir·Livated the
high school students b:,; sharing his
personal expe~ienc~s involvin.g ~~ugs.
He said dope 1s an influence 1n1t1ated
by Satan, and explained, that
''whatever you're doi11g with _d ope ,
makes you a dope.
'' I'm telling you from what I know
because I've smoked weed [marijuana] and I've tried cocaine,"
Robin;on said . ''But, it does nothing
but cloud your mind. Dope sends
your mind into a frenzy. It alt ~rs your
brain cells. It rrfakes- you think you
are what you are not. "
As the audience listened attentively, Robinson shared yet another ~x
perience that left many studen!s with
their mouths opened and their eyes
bucked.
''My nephew is in the hospital right
now, and he's been in the hospital for
10 years,'' he said. '' H~ was an A/ B
student and he was going to college
at the time. Then he started dibbling
and dabbling with dope, cocaine and
PCP. He tripped totally out ... totally. When I went to see him, he
thought he was a so ldier in the :.1ear
2595 ... Drugs mess up your mind."
In ·regard to teenage pregnancy,
Robinson said babies are wonderful
but, ''at the right time." They are i
full time, 24-hour a day job, and ''if

\

· Pli~to by Ernest McAllster

Hilltop Staff Repoiter

A conference to plan for the
future struggle against racism and
racial violence will take place
March 26 in New )fork City.
Sponsored by the All Peoples
Congress / Students and Youth

Against Racism (APCSY AR), the
conference will host various
speakers from around the world to
exchange ''different ways to
.f»&anize ... against racism,'' said
•"'Charlie Twist, a spokesman for

the APCSYAR .
Twist said o ne of the purposes
of the conference is to bring
various orga nizations ·together,
1"9akc a plan of action as to how
to combat racism, and then help
the groups carry out the plans.
The ''one-day conference," acco rding to Twist, was prompted
by the many racial events that
have happened around the coun-

Extended Hours To
Fit Your Busy Schedule
Monday-Friday
8:00 AM-7:00 PM

We Feature
0 11e -Day Servil'<" 011 Most Rcpai1· '\Vc11·k
Experie11ced, Hi -TI>cl"I '1Ccl111i(.·i~111s
Discou11t Tuv.ri.11g Sc1'Vic..-e
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I
Vehicle Inspection
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Former National Secui'ity Council
aide Lt. Colonel Oliver North and
three others were indicted Wednesday
by a federal grand jury on the central charge of ''conspiracy to defraud
the United States."
Led by independent counsel
Lawrence Welsh, the grand jury
brought indictments against North as
wel l as former National Security
Coun cil Advisor Admiral John
Poindexter and two other men,
retired Air Force major general
Richard Secord and his business partner, Albert Hakim, all central figures
in the Iran-Contra investigation.
The grand jury accused these men
of setting up a secret operation outside governmental channels to provide funds to the Nicaraguan contras
and cond uct other unauthorized
covert activities.
The 23-count, 101 page indictment
said the four ffien intended to defraud
the country ''by impeding, impairing,
defeating and obstructing the lawful
governmental functions of the United
States," according to CBS News
rc;ports.
The activities of North and the
other men were in violation of the
Boland Amendment, which prohibits
giving aid to the Contras of
Nicaragua.
The grand jury found the influence
of Poindexter and North was deceitfully used to promote the sale of arms
to Iran with the hope of securing
freedom for American hostages held
in the middle eastern nation. Secord
and Hakim were then to divert the
profits of the sale to the contras.
North and Poindexter are also
charged with obstructing justice and
lying to Co ngress about their ac~
tivities . Secord and Hakim are charged with illegally giving gratuities to
North for participation in the
conspiracy.
Additionally, North was indicted
on charges of accepting Secord's and
Hakim's gifts, which included a
security system for his home and
$4,300 in Contra travelers checks.
North also allegedly broke tax laws
in his efforts to raise funds for the

President Reagan ordered that
3,200 U.S. comb'at troops be sent to
Honduras in response to a request for
aid by Honduran President Jose
Azcona .
In a late-evening news conference,
White House spokesman Marlin Fitzwater said the move was •• a
measured response designed to show
our staunch s upport for the
democratic government of Honduras
at a time when its territorial integrity is being violated by the Cuban and
Soviet-supported Sandinista Army.''
The request came after Sandinista
forces apparently moved .into Honduran territory in an attempt to
destroy the major supply depot held
by anti·Sandinista Nicaraguan rebels.

Fairfax, an assistant to the Mayor'! "ffice, Roosevelt
High student Andrea Swails, nnd Smokey kobinson.

yc11 don't believe it, ask your
parents, ,, he sa1'd .
J ~;."lbi11son closed his presentation
·by re1P..i11ding student~ to al"'·ays put
God ir1 •i1e forefront of their lives and
to believe in themselves. After
answering several questions from
students in the audience, he received
a standing' ovation and was presented
with a cerificate on behalf of District
residents.
Students were pleased with Robinson's presentation and many said that
more entertainers should publicly address these issues because of their
high level of influence.
''I feel what Mr. Robinson said
was quite true. Students should stay
away from drugs," Keith Revel, 17,
said. ''Entertainers are very popular
among high school students. We really listen to them."
·Roosevelt High School se nior
Dionne Harris, 18 agreed: '' It's very
good to have celebrities speak to
st udents . Overall, they draw a lot of
attention to the younger crowd. More
celebrities should get together and
make a song like We Are Tl1e World
-- to preve11t problems such p:·oblems
as teenage pregnancy.''
Rooseve lt Hi gh's prin1.: :pa l
Leonard Upson said he \vas pl ea ·..:-d
with the program as well as :.lie
number of students who decided to
stay after school to hear the message.
H e added that about 1,400 s tud ~nts
are enrolled at the school and that of

that figure, about half attended the
program.
··
''The thing that I found most striking was that although we, as
educators give a message, kids open
up more to celebrities ... They say the
san1e thing as we do, " Upson said .
< The Office of Teenage Pregnancy
initiated a multifaceted media campaign in April of 1987. The office,
which provides a focal point for
government-wide efforts to reduce
teen pregnancy and infant mortality,
also serves as the District's primary
liason between governrr,e nt agencies,
as \\'ell as medical, social, and mental health service providers.
According to Johnnie Fairfax,
special assistant to the Mayor's Office fo r Teenage Pregnancy and Infant Mortality, it is important for
people to speak to youths and to give
t he1n a motivational message.
•'A lot of young people have misihformation, but they need information
they can use ... We want to bring in
role models to enhance what we're
doing," l1e said. ''We also want
st udents to know that they can
achieve , but they must work hard .
The business we're in is not an over·
night process, it 's ongoing."
Pro g ram coordi n ato r Linda
Wright said assistance efforts were
originally targeted to schools in
Ward s 7 and 8 because students in
these areas have the highest teen
pregnancy rate.

I

try and around the world. Emphasis will be placed on the case
of a· young woman, Ta~ana
Brawley, who was raped last year
by several white men responsible
for carving the letters KKK on her
body before releasing her.
''Particular attention will be
given to the Tawana Brawley case
which has become a symbol nationally and even internationally
of the crisis of racism which
plagues the city and state of New
York and, in fact, the whole country,'' said Monica Moorhead, a
leade·r and spo kesperson for the
event.
Other topics to be discussed at
the conference include th·e
homeless, AIDS, racism and the
role of the media as it pertains to
gay and lesbian rights.
Speakers from the University of
Massachu settes, the University of
Maryl~nd, and various local community colleges in New York will
be participating in the conference.

North, 3 others Reagan orders
'
indicted in Iran- U.S. troops
Co.ntra affair to Honduras

Johnn ~e

Confere nee to address
problems of racism
By Desiree C. Boykin

•

••

Two batallions of the Army's 82nd
Airborne Divi ~ ion from Fort Bragg,
N.C., and two battalions of the 7th
Infantry Divi si9n stationed in Fort.
Ord, Calif. will leave -.friday for
Palmerola Air Force Base in
Honduras.
The Washington Post reports that
Pentagon officials said another 300
support troops would be sent.
Fitzwater said the troops wol.Jld be
.in the Central American country '3.s
part of an ''emergency deployment
readiness .exercise'' and would not
participate in any conflict between
the opposing forces.

Although the U.S. troops will be
stationed just 125 miles from the
Nicaraguan-Honduran border, the
White House holds that they are not
intended to have an effect on the
military situatiori. Fitzwater said the
U.S ; presence would be ''an importan show of solidarity and an irilportant show of strength."
According
to
The Post:
Nicaraguan President Daniel Ortega
ackno~ledged that the Sandinistas
are fighting with the Contras, but did
not affirm that his forces have
penetrated the border. Ortega has
also issued a nationwide alert against
the possibility of a direct U.S. '
military action against Ni~aragua.
Although the move was supported ·
by Republican members of congress,
some Democrats felt that they were
misled because the White House had
not given any indication that a decision on such action would be made.
They are suspicious that the situation
is a ploy to increase sympathy for
congressional api)roval of aid to the
Contras.

Con~ ra s.

The logo for the anti-racism confere.-:ce.
Black st udent unions fron1 colleges
a 11d universities on the Easr Coast
will also attend .
Registration fo r the conference
will begin at 9 a.m. at Hunter College, West Building, room 714W,

~8t. r1

Street and Lexington
A.\t'i1tie . Interested persons may
ci:i1;tact the All-Peoples Congress/Students and Youth Against

Racism at (212) 74r-0633.

'

'' I have been caught in a bitter
dispute between the Congress and the
president over the control of foreign
policy, the power of the president to
deter communism in Central America
and the president's duty to protect
our citizens against terrorist acts
abroad,'' North said following the
grand jury's findings.
According to CBS, if indicted,
North could receive 25 years in prison
a nd $4 million in fines. Poindexter
would receive, 45 years and $2
million in fine s. Secord would receive
29 years in prison and $1.5 million,
and Hakim would end with 27 years
arid $i .·~ million in fines.

•

J

House · Majority Whip . Tony
Coelho CD-Calif.) said in The Post,
''This administration has been
desperate to create a situation in Central America to justify military aid.''
Currently, there are more than
)000 U.S . National Guard and Army
Re se rve troops operating in
Honduras.

Nation in brief
Simon defeats Jackson,
Sen. P aul Simon (D- 111 .), who
had called on his home state to
keep his presidential campaign
alive, defeated' Jesse L. Jackson in
the Illinois Democratic presidential primary T11esday, leaving
Massachusetts Gov. Michael S.
Dukakis a weak third.
Simon, winning his fi rst victory
in 29 contests, led Jackson 42 to
32 percent in the primary with 87
percent of the precincts reporting.
Dukakis, who had made a ma·
jor effort in the state, was well
behind at 17 percent, followed by
Sen. Albert Gore Jr. (Tenn.) with
5 percent, and Rep . Richard A .
Gephardt {Mo.) with 2 percent.
In the separate convention
delegate race, Jackson won 36 ·
delegates, mostly in the state' s
three predominantly black 1.:ongressional districts, and S_imon
won 137, shutting Dukakis out of
the delegate contest.

Bush overwhelms Dole
Vice President Bush . moved
another long step closer to clinching the Republican presidential
nomination, as Illinois voters gave
him a landslide victory over his
faltering challenger, Sen. Robert

J. Dole (Kan.)

•

Bush rolled up about a 3-to-2
advantage over Dole in the
popularity contest. The only other
active Republica n candidate,
fo rmer television evangelist Pat
Robertson, was far behind .
With 84 percent of the precincts
reported, Bush was taki11g 54 per-:..
cent of the Vote and Dole 36 percent with Robertson at 7 percent.
I~ the separate voting for
delegates, Bush appeared to have

62 and Dole 20.
Bush came out of Illinoi!I with
a likely 767-to-1 82 delegate lead
over Dole and was almost 70 percent of the way to the l, 139 votes
needed for the nomination at the
Republican National Convention
in New Orleans.

Senate votes to restrict
covert acts of presidents
.
The Senate overwhelmingly
approved legislation · Tu-esday
stemming · from the Iran-Contra
affair to requi're a president to
notify Congress within 48 hou~s of
approving any covert operation.
Defying veto th~eats from the
White House and objectiOns from
CIA Director William H.
Webster, the Senate approved the

bill by 71 to 19 and sent it to the

H ouse , where approval of similar
legislation is e.xpected later thi s
year.
The bill overhauls existing intelligence oversight legislation to
close loopholes under which President Reagan kept Congress in the
dark for 10 months about the
secret sale of arms to Iran and
diversion profits to contra forces
in Nicaragua.

•

On a . visit to his new archdiocese, Marino said his appointment is ''a sign of hope to all
minorities'' that the church is sensitive to their needs.

Florida executes killer,
ending 14-year battle
~

Bishop Eugene A. Marino, a
long time leader in black Roman

Convicted murderer Willie
Jasper Darden waS executed Tuesday morning in Starke, Fla. while
still proclaiming his innocence and
thanking those who ajded his
14-year battle to escape the electric chair.
Darden was convicted of the

Catholics' fight for equality within

Sept. 8, 1973 killing of James C.

the church, became the first black
archbishop in the United States
Tuesday.
Marino's appointment to head
the archdiocese of Atlanta makes
th~ 53-year-old Marino, currently
an
auxiliary
bishop
in
Washington, the highest ranking
black prelate in the country.
As one of 32 archbishops,
Marino assumes a position just
below cardinal. His appointment
. .,caps a career that, in some ways,
. matches the tumultuous relationship of the nations 1.3 million
black catholics to the church's.
white leadership.

Turman , a Lakeland, Fla. furniture-store owner. Before the execution, he had successfully appealed six death warrants; Tuesday's was the seventh.
It was the 18th execution- in
Florida and the 96th in the nation
since the U.S. ·supreme Coun rul-.
ed in 1976 that states could again

Black prelate selected
as first such archbishop

invoke capital punishment.
.

Only one inmate, also in
Florida, bas been on !leath row
longer than Darden •

Earlier Tl,..,d,y, Wayne Robert
Felde was CXCCJ!ted in Lbuisiana•s
electric chair for the J 978 murder
of a police officer.
' ·

•

•
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Have a blast du.r ing bre,a k
'
With this weekend's departure to destinations across the world to spend a week full of
fun and frolic, comes responsibility for every
college and high school student. Older generations already think we are carefree enough, ,
without us going out to prove them correct
when we invade their turf on beachfront properties, hotels, highways and the like--all in the
name of Spring Break madness.
With the recent epidemic of drug and
alcohol abuse, students should spend some
time thinkiog about and heeding all the "corny'' television commercials and radio spots en-

couraging us to ''Just Say No!'' You can have
just as good a time sober as you can either
drunk or under the influence of drugs .
If you decide to drink, choose a designated
driver . And if you (God forbid) decide to do
drugs, don't involve someone else in your
stupid activity.
Spring Break represents a time for students
to get refreshed before finishing up what
sometimes can be a tiring school year. It also
represents a time to visit and socialize with
students from schools across the country.
Let's not forget, that wherever we go, we
represent the entire student population of the
university. We should do all in our power to
have an enjoyable time, but not at anyone
_else's expense.

Please be mindful of others on the beach,
in the hotels, and on the highway.
Most of all, use the break as a time to relax.
Forget about all the assignments you have had
to date. Even students who don't leave D, C.
should use Spring Break as an opportunity to
do some things which have been put off for
the longest. ·
For instance, why not check out the new
museum of African-American history at the
Smithsonian on the Mall. Or how about catching a movie--at matinee prices!
And if you miss your friends from school
who were able to go somewhere, go see Spike

Lee's latest movie--again!
Spending time with y~ur family or _returning letters you received in September _is not a
bad idea, either. And if you're not with your '
family, call them - collect. Treat. yours.elf to
a shopping spree or begin an exercise r~gimen.
Do something good for you, or something bad
for you that will make you feel good.

•

For graduating seniors getting ready to enter. -.
the work force, remember this is your last college Spring Break. Make it one to remember. ·
Whatever you do, just relax and eliminate '
some of the stress you've suffered throughout
the semester.

Pledge period: review it

•

'' ">1.

'

~

'
/

~
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What a large responsibility the members of
fraternities and sororities take on when they
decide to have a pledge club. It is a weight the
entire chapter has to carry and task that must
be executed in a precise manner.
Individually, each member must take extren1e care of pledgees during the pledge
period. Although many fraternities and
sororities use the pledg~ period to humble
pledgees and instill heightened respect for the
organization and its members, the chapters'
first priority is to be able to keep pledgees safe
and to be sensitive to dangerous signs like
fatigue and illnesses .
The pledge period is exhausting for pledgees
and big brothers and sisters must be mindful
of this fact. If members really care about those
they are pledging and the future of their
organization, they will use extreme pr1.•caution
during the_pledge- period.
Thursday morning's incident involving a car
accident with several Delta Sigma Theta
Sorority pledgees was asad and alarming one.
A car load of seven pledgees, all asleep, found
thernselves in a crashed car in a residential
f\iorthwest Washington . neighborhood.
Fatigued and incapacitated, they attempted to
make a drive, but it was beyond their physical
means . Why didn't a big sister notice their
fatigue and assign someone else to drive? We
·all know that pledging is not a trip to the

/

••

beach, but it should not be life-threatening
either.
Wit.h the future of pledging initiations in
jeopar-dy for black and white fraternities and
sororities alike, the members of these organizations must be much more careful with their activities. But agltin, big brothers and sisters have
to care enough about the the individuals they
are pledging so that the pledgees welfare is
always put before any ridiculous notion that
all pledgees have to really pledge.
Many students, staff members and nongreeks in general are not willing to recognize
the progressive achievements that fraternities
and sororities accomplish. They can only
criticize. And as long as organization members
keep providing the public with incidents like
Thursday morning's, they will continue to
assume that all fraternities and sororities survive just to pledge and to haze.
It is time for members of these organizations
to take a stand and become responsible for
their actions. Because an "individual agrees to
become a member of a pledge club does not
allow them to be treated with reckless abandonment. They should be treated with the
sisterhood and brotherhood that all the
organization members will ~o readily claim
they possess. Pass it on to the pledgees. You
can't kill a pledgee with kindness, but you can
with irresponsibility and insensitivity.

'

-

Florida MADD
urges vacation safety
•

Dear Editor,
Spring break for college student!
is nearing and members of Florida
Mothers Against Drunk Drivin~
(MADD) are concerned about you1
safety during this time. We want you
to enjoy all that our state has to offer and return home With memories
of a pleasant vacation.

to, but the indeceht exposure that i decrease the homicide rate (the
and many have witnessed. I write this number one cause of death in the
letter out of concern, but most of all, · black community), infant mortality,
out of love for my people.
the sale and use of drugs and, most
To the brother that felt it necessary of all, let us save our young from the
to drop his pants and to expose his fear of helplessness and hopelessness.
rear end, I suggest that you spend
.I hope the next _family observing a
more time studying and committing Omega Psi Phi step show does not
yourself to the good your fr~ternity have to take the extreme measure to
is involved in (i.e. scholastic affairs, cover their children eyes. Brotherscommunity work, etc.) that con- please, wake up.
tributes to the better quality of life.
•
I pray that all of us strive tj> use Lionel Hamin
our idle time constructively to help Graduate student

T}8[E llIL1LTOP
Editor-in-Chief
Naomi S. Travers

'

What we really stand for
After almost two full semesters of intense
reporting, THE HITLL TOP has cor,e under
intense critiscm from certain factions on campus that don't really understand what this
newspaper is, what it stands for and what its
purpose rs.
First of all the editorial page, what you are
now reading, is an opinion page. Not an opinion of the student body, but of the editorial
staff of THE HILL TOP.
Like any professional newspaper, we are
given the privilege to do certain things here like .
discuss the issues, analyze our leaders' actions
and endorse candidates for office.
Some have felt that our editorials have been
personal attacks and we respect their opinions
and urge them to write letters of reply. But we
wholeheartedly stand behind everything we
print.
On our news pages, it is our responsibility
· to inform you of the events that shape the college experience here at Howard. We are not
a public relations publication. We call it as we
see it. Our reporters are not walking ar6und
.
1n
rose-colored glasses. '
Some of these factions say we should only
print good news. According to Ras Baraka of
Black NIA Force, "The Hilltop should refrain
from reporting dissension among black
organizations.''

'

We beg your pa1 don and those who agree
with this..school of thought, Ras. It is our duty to report the dissension. First because it is
something that threatens tci disrupt the status
quo, which is the essence of the definition of
news.
Secondly, by our reporting upon it we feel
we are helping students recognize, and not ignore the fact, that there is a problem. Hopefully the publicity will help student leaders act to
resolve it.

In years past, there have been out
of state students which have not had
the opportunity to savor these
memories. Each year there are those
which have lost their lives due to driving impaired by drugs or alcohol.
Please come to Florida, enjoy our
beaches and all our state has to offer, but do not drink and drive. Make
your spring break safe.
Betty Jane Spencer

Florida MADD

Obscene 'stepping'
is discouraging
L ·ar Editor,

'

As a black male who understands
-For those who say there is·no good news in · the significance of black frat~rnities
this paper, we say look again. We make a con- and sororities, and is among those
scientious effort to include a consistent mix of who praise all the good done for the
profiles and interesting features on things hap- 1>etterment of our people, it bothers
me to know that a ,few find it
pening Qn campus.
necessary to disgrace themselves and
to put a bad stigma on their
we- are students just like you, and organization.
some.times we miss events due to time conWhat I am speaking of is was
traints or sometimes because we had no witnessed when a group of men who

knowledge of the activity. Communication is
the essence of this field. Call us, mail us a
release or come by and talk to an editor. We
want to know what you're thinking.
In the meantime, we, the largest black student newspaper, will continue to inform you,
enlighten you and hopefully inspire you to action with timely stories on the issues and events
that affect your life.

•
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belong to Omega !'si Phi Fraternitt

gave iStep show on March 12, 198b,
in the area we as students call the

Valley (behind the Undergraduate

Libary, adjacent to the College of

Pharmacy). The stepping was en-

j9yed l:)y many spectators (i.e.
students, friends of our community,
·interested and potential future ·
students and their families). It was
not the stepping that I am op~sed

•

All letters to the editor should be typed and double-spaced.
THE HILLTOP reserves the right to edit and reject .;.;;· ·
materials submitted. Letters should be sent to: . 1

·HII.I,TOP, 2217 Fourth St.,N. W. Washington, DC 20059.

Advertising inquiries should be made by calling our office'

during regular work hours at (202) 636-0866/67/68.

'

"The opinions expressed on the editorial/age of THE HD I :roP do aot
necessarily rdlcct the opi~n ol Howar Univcniey, ill adminhcndl:ila,
·
1'11£ RO t,TQP policy board or scu4c8t body."
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Speeches New initiates have great Pledge club gripes
.must be histories to follow, make unfounded, selfish
heard
One of the best things about not
''crossing any burning sands'' during
my three-and-a-half years at
Howard, is that I am able to
someho_w share in the joy some of my
best friends are experiencing.
But even greater than sharing in
others' elation, J can say I am able
to gain a sense of who I am and how
I am willing to align myself with
others whom I share the same ideas
and ideals.
Before I get on my soap-box, let
me add that yes, I know what it is to
go through a prospective period for
a black greek-letter organization at a
predominantly black school and not
be, as they say, ''fortunate enough to
make the final cut."
During my months of trying to impress the brotherhood of that
organization, I was determined to not
let my destiny in life be decided by
any other man, but rather by myself
through my supreme being. There
were times when I didn't understand
what was going on around me, nor
did I want to.. I just wanted to ma·ke
line and continue to be the same old
person doing the same old things.
A few' tears fell when I returned to
school in January, fully aware that
this ;was not to be my time. But my
situation is different, so 1 guess mine
is not one that too many other people ~an relate.
Nevertheless, l have grown beyond
compare and I think I possess a
greater understanding of how to cope
wheh things aren't going my way.
But more importantly, I wish others
who try ·to mak~ line or go out for
anything in life where there is a

Two weeks ago, Congressman
Waller Fauntroy gave a rousing
speech in Crampton Auditorium and
where were you? Doing other things.

.I

Too busy to remember that you were
let out of class only to get a_dose of

i11spiration.
Well, you had other things ·to do
and you were pressed to get a paper
finished. That can be forgiven, for I
also had some work to do, but I did
take time out to listen1 to what Fauntroy had to say.
It is inexcusable for students and
faculty to say that ''I didn't even
know that it was today." You didn't
forget that class was cancelled from
10 a.m. until I p.m. One student said,
''I'm not the type to sit and listen to
people give speeches that l 'vt""heard
millions of times."
·
I must adRlit that some of the
speakers have failed to excite me and
I have nodded off during one or two
speeches. As educated individuals we
should at least see what the speaker
has to say not just out pf respect, but
because what the speaker has to say
just might be the thing one might
need to hear.
No sweat for you if you do not attend the exercises, you say, but it was
sweat for others to pull the event off.
According to Constance Rotan,
secretary of the university and the
board of trustees, ''It takes a lot of
work.'' The offices of the vice preside11t of development, secretary to the
university, alumni affairs and university relations start working on

!:OT

chance they will not succeed, will think about what you have done to
hold their heads just as high if they perpetuate the legacy of the organizadon't make it.
tion. Don't judge your prospectives
Remember life is not always fair, with a fine tooth.comb unless you too
and it is at those times that you have can pass through those same test.
to be at your strongest. Don't ever
Hopefully the men and women
give up hope.
who will be fully inducted into these
I shouldn't forget those people organizations this weekend will conwho don't ever want to belong to tinue to pursue some of the same·
black greek-letter or.ganizations. I say things their founders were proto you do as you see fit with your life moting. Though you are small in
and make a difference like only you number on a national basis, you will
can.
soon represent a powerful voice
And I also have a few words for within the black community just
those who already -belong to those because of your organizational
organizations who somehow have affiliation.
missed the concept altogether. What
Through service and interaction
you possess is not something sacred
solely to you. There are men and with larger society, there is much that
women everywhere who are ·a part of you can help to accomplish. I only
it. Though they may not have done hope that you want. so much to be a
the same things you have to become part of this aspect of the organiza·
a brother or sister to your respective tions, rather than the social side.
organizations, they nonetheless are a CongratulationS!
part.
Before crawling off into your lit- Robert l. Frelow, Jr. is a senior Print
tle corner and shouting Eddie Mur- Journalism major and Managing
phy's ''I've got some ice cream'' line, Ediror of THE HILLTOP.

What a painful experience it is to
share something dear to you against
your will with a person or people you
feel are not worthy of the privilege,
People across the country undergo
this heartbreaking and angerirfk experience as undergraduate students
gain membersb,ip into black fraternities and sororities without the consent of those who comprise the
chapter.
They do so by overstepping the
traditional membership procedureSJ,
and going over the heads of chapter
members by petitioning the national
offices of the fraternities and
sororities,
These students are usually displeased with the membership selections for
the organizations' pledge clubs (i.e..
basically, they were not included) and
begin a self-serving quest that does
more harm than good in the long run.
Th(.y usually charge that they Were
not fairly considered for membership
or that the chapter has no real reason
for not bringing them into the
organizations.
Being that legally, no chartered
group or organization can deny
membership to anyone .if they meet
entrance criteria (and organizations
must keep the criteria simple in fear
of discrimination suits), it puts those
current members who are scrutinizing prospective members in a compromising position.
Above all, people must realize that
black fraternities and sororities are
secret social organizations. For years,
the members have decided who the
new blood coming in will be. Anyone
who seeks membership and professes

to respect these organizations, must
also r~spect the membership P·:;O:o-1-~-'
cedure's . and the wishes of the
members to uphl>ld these procedures
or else be called a hypocrite.
The process by which all the
members of these organizations were
selected and brought into the
brotherhoods and sisterhoods since
their inception are traditional and are
a,s strictly followed and loved as initiation rights. Those who go out for
these organizations should realize this
fact and play by the rules set by those
to whom the organization' belongs.

It is known that being a member
of a fraternity or sorority is a longheld desire for many and some pursue an organization for years. The
membership process is tfin.econsun'ling
and sometimes grueling. When a person's attempts to gain membership
prove unsuccessful, it is understandable that he/she feel his/ her efforts
fell short. But individua,s need to
take the experience gained from their
first attempt and apply it to perfecting their second or third or fourth.
And if membership is never
granted, then it should be accepted as
destiny. People should act as selfactualized young men and women
and not selfish young children when
they seek a fraternity or a sorority
and deal with
either the granting
of membership or rejection. Fraternity and sororiiy life is not fo r
everyone.

Naomi S. Travers is a member of
Alpha Chapter, Alpha Kappa Alpha
Sorority, Inc.

William Rasp_berry

Video tape's provide real role models,
•

(

,

Charter Day before the Christmas
holiday. The Department of Radio,
Television and Film in the School of
Communications,
Blackburn
Center,Physical Facilities, the College of Fine Arts, WHUR-Radio and
WHMM-TV also help to put che program together.
'
Student organizations and faculty
are given letters from President
Cheek and asked to pick the candidateS. Rotan said that a list of the
choices are sent to the board committee which then makes recommendations to the board of trustees.
''There's a weeding out process,"
said Rotan.
Once the candidates are picked
they tnust be contacted and all other
arrangements muSt be made which
includes notifying students in advance about the convocation. And in
case some students don't know, the
convocation is not just a program
where a person just comes to make
a speech.
''It's important because you i'.ire
bringing back to the institution people who have been there," said
Rotan. ''It is to say that this is where
you will be someday. These are the
role models.''
They are the role models like
former Maryland Congressman Parren J. Mitchell, Virginia State 1 t.
Gov. Douglas Wilder, South African
Angelic<1:n Church Bis.hop Tutu, and
Fauntroy whose coming to Howard
maybe be a once in a college career
experience. It is an opportunity that
no student should miss.
''It's a kind of golden moment a
college campus should experience,"
Rotan explained. ''When you're
young you think you have life ahead
of you and you'll get a chance (to see
people speak].· It goes by quickly."
Some students are forced to attend
the convocation for class credit while
others go on their own free will. If
one thinks about it that freedom can
easily be taken away.
And anyone who wants to have
livelier speakers should write the
secretary of the university and make •
·recommendations. She would love it.
If we aspire to obtain more
knowledge as we claim, then let us
not forget the two · or three days of
the.school year in which convocations ·
are l;ield. Remember we are the Mecca for higher learning and the great
minds of today.
; '

Darren Price is a HILLTOP sta!J.
r~porter.

~

'

,

math, and I love wor~ing with my
hands. I've got a comfortable home
and a nice family, and that's my
reward. I like to drive my family past .
a downtown building and tell them,
'I put the plumbing in that building.'

•

Glenn Doughty's tapes might not
inspire the same hushed attention as,
say·, a rerun of ''All My Children."
But they just might make a difference
irt the lives of a good many of our
children.
Doughty, the former Baltimore
Colts receiver, has been drumming up
intere st in an experimental
_''Takeoff'' serie s , a sort of
prerecorded role model, guidance
counselor and career advisor.
It is a simple idea: really just a
series of vignettes of people on the
job. But the sense here is that it could
be of enormous help to schoOJ
counselors and far more useful to
students then the traditional ''career
day'' visits of a fe\v superstars.
Says Doughty: ''The kids have it
constantly drummed into them, the
glamor of the athletic world. But that
is not realistic. What these tapes will
do is let kids see that there are blacks
in careers as architects, plumbers,
nurses, accountants, doctors--the
whole spectrum. We are represented
in very industry, but often these jobs
are looked upon as nothing. Our idea
is that a youngster might see
something on one of these tapes and
say, 'I can do that,' or 'That's
son1ething I think I'd like to try.''

.,..,

.

,

~\ '
Doughty may have reached a correct conclusion from a faulty
premise. Most inner-city youngsters
(the target of the first series) know
they are not going to be the next
Magic Johnson. They also know that
blacks are successful in a wide variecy of careers. What may be missing
fo ~ them is any notion of what those
careers really involve and any sense
that people like themselves could succeed in them.
Career days don't do much to
overcome that problem. Youngsters
may sit in attention while a
neurosurgeon describes his work.
They may admire his success. But
even if that neurosurgeon is black,

the youngsters seem to think that he
must have been born with some
special can't-miss quality. They
seldom see any real link between
neurosurgery and their own dismal
existence.
Youngsters might get a different
feeliqg from watching a professiona,I
or a skilled worker on the job, talking about his work and the path
(academic and otherwise) that led to
it.
The tape I've just seen features an
auto· plant supervisor, an architect, a
plumber, a car dealer and a police
detective.
There is Henry Peyton, telling how
he ''worked hard at everyt!:ing I did
including a stint as a porter washing
cars--until one of those opportunities
came along." His Detroit Cadillac

The tapes, for which Doughty and
his colleagues are now seeking corporate underwriting, are produced by_
American Heat, a St. Louis company
whose main line is producing training tapes for firefighters. The plan is
to give the ''Takeoff'' series, complete with teaching guides and
sources of additional information, to
any school that wants it.
''Young people jus~ don't know all
the possibilities that are available to
· them,'' Doughty says. ''The problem
is n:iost_acute in the_black comm_l!nity
which is why we started with black
professionals, but we plan to expand
the program to include every ethnic
group. We believe that video can be
a vehicle to give young people career
information in a short, concise
fashion.''
It's hard to know for sure, without
having watched the tape in use in a
school setting, but I think it works."

dealership grossed $22.5 miliion in
1986.
There is Donna Spaulding, an adviser (foreman) at a GM plant in
Wentzville, Mo., earning close to
$40,000 a year supervising the 48
operations involved in producing the
front seat of a GM car.
'' If you can't communicate,'' she
tells her audience, ''you might as well
stay home, becaus~ there are too
many things that can be fouled up
through poor communication.'' Her
secret for moving up on the job--any
job: ''Open you eyes an~ be obser- ,
vant, learn how to deal with people,
and never quit!''
There is Eddie Meyer, no paragon
of articulation, who makes a comforWilliam Raspberry iS'a columnist for
table living (some $20 an hour) as a
The Washington Post.
master plumber. ''I always loved

Carol Iannone

Women's Studies programs harmful ~
lf anyone had proposed, some

three decades ago, that women speak
a special female language, or create
art in special female fcrms, he would
probably have been greeted by
educated people with anything from
indignation to derision. If someone
had argued that there was a distinct
female tradition in fields such as
history, logic, philosophy, theology
and the sciences, he simply would not
have been taken seriously by the
academic community.
Yet these are precisely the premises
of the Womens' Studies programs
that have proliferated at nearly every
college in the country. Surely this is
one of the most saddening
developments of the counter-cultural
upheavals of the 1960's and 70's.
How- irOnic, that du.ring the very
years American women were en·
couraged to establish identities
beYond gender restrictions, entire
fields of knowledge we are deliberately splintered off and genderized.
Before the feminist era, gender was
a term that governed certain (albeit,
crucial) aspects of life; in the feminist

' . .
era, gender governs everything
Unlike genuine academic disciplines,
Women's Studies has neither a
distinctive methodology nor subject
matter. What it does have is the asser·
tion that sex and gender are such im·
portant factors, in so many areas,
that they deserve to be studied as
such.
Women's
Studies ·is
''interdisciplinary''-· it crosses the
departmen•al lines of history,
literature, political science and
sociology.
But it challenges ihe traditional
teachings of those disciplines, and
even the way they search for
knowledge. 1Surely no one believes
that feminist science will produce
feminine submarines; some of us, apparently, believe that there is
feminine language and feminine
morality. These assertions are unproven, and perhaps unprovable, and
so, at its core, Women's Studies is·an
ideology.
The typi.::al Women's Studies student is a young woman. If she is at
all curious about herself and the
world, she should expect from her

professors an introdllction to the
great books and ideas of the Western
tradition. Instead, Women's Studies
teach~s her that the Western tradition
is not her tradition, that she is an outsider and a victiffi trapped in an ''inauthentic life.''.exhorted to take cpntrol of her experience by avoiding
hegemonic ''male'' discourse, she is
told to avoid ''defining'' and ''nam-

~

·

~-

ing." (As if you could take control
of anything without defining or
naming.)
Women's Studies traPs its students
-- whether they know it at the time
or not -- in a ghettoized world of
speculaiion.. pseudo-thought, and
half-truths.
These edllcational ''reforms'' had
not yet taken hold at Fordham

•

•

University, where I took my . B ..4.. ing that language is the spiritual mansome years ago. For this, f am :)io n in which you live and nobody
unspeakably grateful. I still recall the has the right to evict you from. it.
excitement I felt, entering college as '\'. our possession of it is guaranteed by
a young woman from a Wor_king-class your devotion to it.'' Similarly, the
background, discovering the Western tradition does indeed belong
treasures of the Western tradition to women, to the extent that they exercise the courage and integrity
and realizing that they were mine. I
entered a special place in which race, necessary to claim it.
sex, nationality, and background
What is most damaging is that the
diminished in ;...,:'""'.:'.:-ce next to the more Women's Studies pr'ograms
qualities of mind needed to pursue thrive, the more they give the message
the truth. If anyone had presumed to to the culture at large that women
''liberate'' me by channelling me in· .cannot compete in the real life of the
to the study of ''Italian-American mind, but Instead require the proteclife," or ''blue-collar life,'' or tion of separate courses.
•
''female·life,'' he or she would have
A friend of mine, whose wife and
been depriving me of one of the mother are both women of acgreatest opportunities of my complishment, told me that the flfst
existence;
inkling he had that women might ac· In a different context, the yoU:ng tually not be capable of genuine
\Saul Bellow was also called an out· academi~ achievement 'came from bis
sider by those who felt his sense of perception of what was aoina on in
the English language was not pure Women's Studies. We women should
enough for literary expression. (HiS do everyJiiin& we can to resist this
early languages incluc;led Canadian latest, inten.ctual ahetto.
French, Yiddish, Hebrew and
English). Bellow responded by sayins Carol Iannone Is all1Dtlw# mrl :ttat
'' ... to hell with that. The reason be-- Iona College In !Vew ROclwJ/e, NY.

,
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That's what the college graduates who choose Data General will tell you. We
put real work on your desk and advanced tools in your hands.
In most cases you're part of a small design team within your first month on
the job. By six months you're deeply involved in an important project. Working with technology that's still being invented - by you. In ·a year you'll have
completed a significant piec~ of. design., L~<;ii;:ue.
d ·,cer,tain . tri~\\s of. your .trade..
··' :..• ·
.
.
concerning speed, space and elegance. And gained in confidence and mastery.
•

•

I

.

•

'

Meanwhile, some of your classmates who choose other companies may still be
in manuals. Or learning by watching, in ''third apprentice solderer'' types of
jobs.
·
·
Obviously Data General is a little different. Smaller and more unconventional
than the obvious choices. The college graduates who choose us, choose opportunity. Which makes all the difference in their careers.

Make a difference. Explore a career wit)l us in one of these areas:

··---

*CPU Design
* Operating ,Systems
* Communications and
Networking
* Office Automation
* Technical Workstations
* I .anguages Development
* Software Support -.
* PCs and Ter111inals
* Mas~ Storage Engineering

•

•

--.
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I

'

•
•
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•

•
•

•
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Write to Data General, Corporate Colle.g e Relations:GRE, 4400
Computer Drive, Westboro, Massachusetts 01580.
'

.
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Investing in people to make equal opportunity_a reality.
•

.

•
•

.
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•

•
•
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Flu may lead to serious ills

·University
-awarded
contract

Weakened condition· lends hand to secondary
r in'ections
'1'
.
Hilltop Staff Reporter

By Cristal Watson
Hilltop Staff Reporter

The George Washington University Medical Center (GW UMC) has

been awarded a five year, $4.5

,

million contract from the National
Institute of Health (NIH) as a major

clinical site for AIDS treatment
research in the United States.
--The NIH contract will establish
GWUNC as as AIDS Clinical Study
Group, according to Richard S.
Schulof, MD, Ph.D, associate pro, fesor of medicine, biochemistry and
principal investigator in the study:

''The focus of the agent is to
evaluate the clinical effects of drug
combinations for the treatment of
AIDS and other AIDS associated

disorders," said Schulof. ''As a
clinical study group we will have the
responsibility of rapidly identifying
two (or more) promising drug combinations which would be recommended for larger scale confirmatory
trials.''

. -

---

(

Richard S. Schulof
Schulof, who is also the director of
cancer research at GWUNC, has
headed an AIDS clinical 1·esearch
program at the medical center since
1983 . Nearly 200 HIV (human immunal deficiency virus)-infected patients have participated in eight differenl drug trials. Currently,
GWUNC is participating in a large
scale multi-institutional trial with
drugs ampligen and isoprinosine.
A preliminary trial of ampligen
showed the drug to be effective in
reducing the effects of the virus and
improving 1 the clinical and immunologic status of patients within
12 to 18 w~eks.
As part of the NIH grant, Schulof
plans to initiate three pilot studies at
GWUNC of t~o drug combinations
as treatment for HIV-infected patients with AIDS, AIDS Related
Complex of Lymphadenopathy Syndrome (LAS).
''The trials should allow us to identify two promising drug combinations and further determine whether
two drug combinations are superior
to single drugs in the treatment of patients with AIDS and/or in preventing the development of CDC
(Cancer for Disease Control)," said
Schulof.

Cleansers used ta aid dry skin.

Dry skin most common sign
of aging says area doctor
By Sophia Tignor
Hilltop S1aff Reporter

Consumers spe nd millions pf
dollars each year on wrinkle creams,
skin bleaches to fade age spots, oils
and other cosmetics in order ro keep
their skin looking young and healthy
according to a recent report from the
Department of Health and Human
Services.
'' Mild to severe itching resulting
from dry skin is one of the most common
and
uncomfortable
characteristics of aging skin ," said
Dr . Phillip Cameron, a local
dermatologist.
Dry skin can appear after exposure
to soaps, irritating cleaning products
(disinfectants, cleansers etc.) and dry
air in overheated rooms (often call·
ed 'winter itch') said a study from the
National Institute of Healt "1 (N IH).
It is important for an olcter person
to use lotions to p_revent severe itching because the scratching that
often follow s can lead to infection or
long-term skin irritation, according
to Cameron.
There are many different
moisturizers available, ranging from
heavy creams to light non-greasy lotions . Although they vary greatly in
price, the most expensive product ·is
not necessarily the best said the report
from NIH .
Many dermatologists recommend
moisturizers that contain petroleum
or lanolin. Highly perfumed products
should be avoided.
The body's immune system , its
defense against disease, is less efficient as we grow older. The skin,
which becomes fragile with age,
wounds more easily aqd is n1ore prone to infection. Because the skin
reacts more slowly to irritants, an
older person may not realize that the
skin can be damaged by a strong
chemical or a hot substance.

Dermatologists claim that ca1 e
must be taken to prevent injury by
not using water that is too hot, by
wearing gloves when cleaning, and by
avoiding the use of harsh products
even if no reaction appears on the
skin immediately.
People often believe th.at a tanned
person is healthier. Cameron claims
that tfiis is. not true as far as the skin
itself is concerned . Limited sun ex·
posure is one way to provide the body
with Vitamin D, which is necessary
for maintaining and repairing bone.
''You can also get a good supply
of vitamin D from dairy products
such as milk, butter a nd margarine
and is found in eggs and cod liver oil,
so avoid large amounts of sun," said
Cameron.
According to the National Institute
of Health, here are five tips for mair1taining healthy skin.

from bacteriithat multiplied in the
system durins: a flu infecti~n. '' Tyler
said .
The symptoms of pneumonia are
somewhat similar to the flu but are
much more severe. Shaki~g spells are
very common and coughing becomes
more fre9uent and may produc~ a
colored ~1scharge . T~e feve! that accompanies the flu will continue durin~ p~eumonia and will stay high.
Pain tn the chest m~y occur as the
lung~ become more inflamed, according to HHS .
Doctors recommend that patients
who are o lder get a flu shqt . Side effects will occur, such as a low fever
or redness at the injection site. But
in most people the dangers from getting flu and possibly pneumonia are.
considerea greater· than the dangers
from the side effects.
One exception is people Who have
allergies to eggs, flu vaccines are
made using egg products and may
cause reactions in those people. ·
Doctors at NIH recommend
aspirin for aches and pains, plenty of
fluids and bed rest until the fever has
gone for one or two days.
'' It is important to stay rested,
since the fever may return if the patient becomes too active too soon. If
the fever persists, a doctor should be
called, since this .nay mean that a
more serious infection, is present,"
said Tyler.
Scientists continue to look for ways
to prev!!nt and treat influenza. I~ the
meantime, the Public Health Services
Advisory Committee on Immunization Practices encou rages those over
65 and others with chro ni~ illnesses
to get an annual vaccination.

Ethiopia still in midst ·o f famine, needs help
The Ethiopian government estirp.ated
that 1.2 million metric tons of food
will be needed over the course of the
year. Civil strife and poor roads
make food deliveries d}fficult.
This grim vista has led to a certain
amount of so-called ''donor
fatigue." Asked once more for help,
so me publi'c organizations and
private citizens find themselves protesting: ''What, again?'' But the fact
remains that people are starving, 80
percent of them women and children.
As fellow human beings, we have no
choice but to respona. The food and
supplies already committed by donor
nations and relief organizations will
meet the need through early 1988.
After that, the picture is uncertain.
Ethiopia, where primitive methods
linger on. High-yielding grains require fertilizers, oil-basOO agricultural

our silos, to respond to the famine·
warning system when it is set off. The
chances that we will sell the food
before it rots are remote. Let us use
it to feed the hungry both at hqme
and abroad. We have plenty for
both.
The lo,ng-range need is to make
Ethiopia and other African nations
se lf-sufficient in . agriculture.
Americans can train farmer~ in
Ethiopia and help them establish
agricultural-experiment statipns and
extension services . Working with
other developed nations we can
negotiate agreements with the oilproducing states to make fertilizers ,
and agricultural chemicls available at
affordable prices to poorer countries.
We cannot bring rain to drought:.
ridden Ethiopia, unless it be by praying. But we should not rur. away
from those in the valley of · the
shadow.

Positions Available
1988
HOMECOMING CHAIRMAN
AND
HOMECOMING TREASURER
.'Deadline for Applications Has, Been
Extended to:
.
APRIL 1,- 1988

Department of Behavioral
Biology of the Walter Reed
Army Institue of Research,
Silver Spring, MD seeks
volunteers to participate in
a 3-day study of sleep
deprivation during March,
April, May, June or July.

•

Participants must be healthy
males aged 21-38, who are
nonsmokers and medicationfree. Federal employees
cannot be paid. Call Joyce:
(301) 427-6529.
•

Each winter, millions of people
suffer from the unpleasant effecls of
the flu. For these people, a few days
in bed, a few more days of rest,
aspirin and plenty to drink will be the
best treatment, according to Health
and Human Services (HHS).
Flu, short for influenza, is usually
a mild disease in healthy children,
young adults and middle-aged people·. But,· in older people or in those
of any age who have chronic illnesses,
flu can be life threatening. It lowers
a person' s resistance and may allow
more serious infections to occur,
especially pneumonia according to
doctors at the National Institute of
Health (NIH).
It is easy to confuse ·a common
cold with the flu. An important difference is that flu causes fever, usually absent during a cold, according to
,HHS. Also, nasal congestion occurs
more often with a cold than with the
flu. Cold symptoms are generally
milder and do not last as long as
symptoms of the flu.
''Flu is a viral infection of the
nose, throat and lungs," said Robert
F. Tyler, of the George Washington
University Health Center (GWUNC).
''It spreads quickly from one person
to another, particularly in crowded
places such as buses, theatres,
, hospitals and schools.
Because of its ability to spread
rapidly, flu was once believed to be
caused by the influence of the stars
and plantts, according to HHS. In
the 1500s, the Italians gave the
disease the name 'intluenze', the
word for influence.

--Wear sunscreens when the skin is
exposed to the sun. Once skin st1ows
signs of aging the damage cannot be
reversed, hut furthur damage can be By Dr. Jean Mayer and Jeanne
Goldberg, Ph.D.,R.D.
prevented.
Special to the 1-li!ltop
--To prevent dryness wear rubber
gloves when dishwshing and when usThe daYin of aiyear should inspire
ing strong cleani ng agents or other
chemicals. Mild SO::\PS are recom111.ed- hope. But in many parts of the world,
ed and use petroleum jelly or other peace, prosperity and health are onmoisturizers as often a·s necessary, ly words. Such a case is arid Ethiopia,
which once again stands in the
especially after bathing.
--Wear soft clothing and avoid shadow of famine.
strong washing detergents. Some
Three years ago in that country,
fabric softeners can also cause skin hundreds of thousands perished from
irritation and itching.
hunger. Instead of asking for help,
--Abrupt. onset of generalized itching can be a sign of certain officials hid the problem. This time,
the government has been prompt in
diseases. If it persists after taking
measurefs to avoid dry sk in , check requesting assistance, and a better
it.
with your doctor.
• network exists to provide
.
--Many age related skin changes as
But the situation remai11s grave.
well as most skin cancers are surgical- Crop failure in affected areas--the
ly correctable. Anyone over age 65 same ones hit by the draught of
who has had skin cancer should see 1984-85--is s·evere. If the spring rains
a dermatologist annually ..
fail to arrive, conditions will worsen.

EARN$300
Be a Research
Study Volunteer

I

Not until the i930s and 1940s did
scientists discover that the flu is ca.used by constantly changing types of
viruses. These tiny viruses invade
animals and human beings and start
to multiply rapidly. Disease appears
v.·hen their number grows too large
for the body's immune system to .
fight off immediately..
When someone infected with the
flu coughs or sneezes, droplets containing the virus particles may reach
another person, entering the body
through the respiratory system.
There, the virus can multiply and
cause the flu, according to HHS .
Tyler said ttie effects of the flu infection can differ from person to person. Sometimes flu will cause no obvious symptoms . Often the patient
wit feel weak and develop a cough
and headache along with a sudden
rise in temperature. The fever can last
anywhere from one to six days. Other
symptoms include aching muscles;
chills and red-watery eyes.
Flu is fa rely a fatal disease, but
while the immune system is busy
fighti ng it off, a person is less likely
to resist a second infection.
'' If this second infection is in the
lungs, it could be life threatening.
Older people and people with chronic
diseases such as heart disease, emphysema, asthma, broljlchitis, kidney
disease and diabetes, are at the
greatest risk of developing secondary
infections,'' said Tyler. ''The most
serio us of these is pneumonia, one of
the five leading causes ' of death
among people over age 65.
Pneumonia, an inflammation of
the lungs, may be caused by the flu
virus, according to a doctor at NIH.
''More often however, it results

By Michelle A. Smith

/

Applications and Other
Information Available
•
1n the Office of Student Activities
Room 117 Blackburn Center

-

Applicant Requirements: Full-time
Student;
•
2.3 Minimum' G.P .A.; Interview
•

•

'

•

•

•

•

•
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•

•

,

•
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·Security advises protection o valuables
By Melanie Brodus
Hilltop Staff Reporter

Howa-rd -·University student s ccU;°
have a safe and enjoyable spring
break-- if they take precautions to
prevent theft o f possessions fro m
dormitory rooms, unnecessary acc ident s and falling prey to
pickpockets while on vacation.
Office John F. Dashiell of Howard
University Security, suggested that
students assist campus security in
protecting their valuables left in the
dormitory by careful ly securing all
doors and windows.
Dormitory keys should not be
loaned out and valuables such as
stereos, videocassette recorders and
television sets should be first engraved with identification and then added to the student' s inventory list of

ProServ

vice~president

By Darren Price
Hilltop Staff Reporters

Making money for an athlete is only one aspect of William Strick land's
job as vice-preside11t of ProServ, Inc.
The other jobs ace protecting his
clients' money and reputation, acting
as their lawyer, and marketing an
athlete.
'
•

r One Howard University student,
costly possessions,said Dashiell.
During spring break, March 19-27, , who declined to give her name, lost
cam pus secu rity will be conducting her purse, including her cash and
periodic building inspections and credit cards after falling prey to a
trickster in Ft. Lauderdale, Florida.
ground check s.
She and friends were taking picStudents should also protect the
valuab les they take with them . While tures in front of a monument, when
on spring break, students should be a friendly passerby offered to take a
a\vare of pranks and setups staged by photog·raph of them all .
Grateful for the offer, they casual·e xper ienced thieves to prey on unly laid their belongings on the ground
suspecting out-of-towners.
near them. The guy waited for them
Officer Steve Rub in of the to pose, snatched their purses, and
Statistical Info rmation Branch of t he ran off into the crowd.
District Metropolitan Police Department, said, ''There has defi nitely
To prevent alcohol- related acbeen an increase in robberies over the cidents, students should be safety
_past years, and the pattern suggests conscious. Alcoholic beverage comthat city-\vide robberies heighten dur- pany, Anheuser-Busch , Inc. is trying
ing the spring break seaso n."
to convey the message that alcohol
''Student s on vacation," added should be consu med in moderation .
Rubin, ''should be cautious of all The advisory will be encoraged
stra ngers.''
through the company's fifht annual

S1rickland, whose firm negotia1ed
the Air Jordan campaign and Patrick

'' Pit Stops'' program.
The 'Pit Stops,' offering hot co ffee, doughnuts , blood alcohol content charts and information on
highway safety, will he located near
Henryville and Ringold, Ind,. and on
Route I-95 in Savannah, Ga. The
program will work in conjunction
with the states' tourism and highway
patrol departments.
The_locations were selected because
they are along highly frequented interstate routes to Florida, which, said
Ellen Martin of the Washingtonbased Budget Adventure Travel
Agency; is apparently the ''hot spot''
among vaction choices.
''Stu d en ts are tr yi n g to get
anyplace warm," said Martin , ''but
most popular this year is Fort
Lauderdale, F:lorida. ''

shares business tips

Ewing's Addida s endorsement s,
spoke to business students, Wednesday, March 9 at the School of
Business and Public Administration
as part of an ongoing lecture series
sponso red by the Entertainment
Management Associatio_n.
A native of Los Angeles and
former college basketball player,
Strickland became interested in the
sports management industry after
realizing that young black athletes did
not have access to persons with the

technical expertise needed to efffectively advise them on matters concerning their professional athletic
careers.
ProServ represents other athletes
such as the NBA's Rodney McCray ,
Buck Williams, Adrian Dantley, and
baseball's Dave Winfield .
Seeming as if he already knew the
audience, Strickland willfully talked

how some professional athletes are
not prepared for financial and social
problems that surround them.
Strickland explained that when the
company meets sport s franchise
owner(s), he has to go to them
prepared. In order to get Ewing signed with the New York Knicks,
Strickland said that the company did
not walk in and just make a request.

Ohio lawmaker honored
By Yolanda P. McCann
l-11lltop Siaff Reporter

•

Congressman Louis Stokes (DOhio) held an informal question-andanswcr scssici n with students at a
reception Friday, March 11 , in the
Armour J . Blackburn Center
res1aurant.
As racism continues to be transmitted through the media, said Stokes,
black Americans need to get involved \vithin the community no\v more
than ever.
'We need to volunteer our services
to the community. You will be surprised at the people wl10 will help you
because you \vere there \vhen they
neci ~ed you most," he said.
Stokes, who was honored at the
reception by the Undergraduate Student Assembly and the Chales H.
Ho usto n Pre·Law Society, also
discussed the presidential campaign
of Jesse Jacksori.
Based on Jackson's performance

'

to date, Stokes said, ''White America
may not be as prejudiced as the
media or journalists would like them
to be.''
''Rac ism st ill prevai ls over the
media and they [journalists] just can
not walk away from it . For·example,
the media is still sayin g, ' HoW can a
black man prevail over someone who
is \vhite in a predominantly white
state?'''
Stokes believes J ctckso n has a
chance at victory. '' He is smarter
than 1l1e 01her candidates, he knows
!he issues and he articulates very
\veil,'' he noted.
Stokes has previously visited
Ho\vard University. As the keynote
speaker at the 1985 Charter Day Convocation, he was awarded and
honorary Doctorate of Laws.
Stokes is a 11ative of Cleveland,
Ol1io, and graduate of Western
Reserve University. He earned a
degree from Cleveland Marshall La\v
School in 1953.

l'hoto by Keith Leadbetter

Congressman Louis Stokes

'

From left: Robin McClamb as Blanche, Jason Carmichael as
Stanley ond Wendy Davis -as Stella in ''A Streetcor Named Desire."

McClamb, cast are a
•
'must see' ID 'Streetcar'
· Americans of different heritages -namely the Gullah and Creole
H illtop Staff Reporter
people$. (For example, for the proIn its last showing Saturday, the duction, Stanley Kowalski has been
Drama Department of the College of changed ta Stanley Williams).
Well directed by the department's
Fine Aris' production of Tennessee
William s' A Streetcar Named Desire own, Vera Katz the work not only
is a performance all should make deals
-·- 'with
. the .conflict between Blanche
and
Stanley
,
but
also
with
the
their way to see -- if only to view,
surely, a group of young star- idea of intraracial racism.
Katz's adaptation works well on
destined actors and actresses.
Headlining the performance of Ho)Vari's stage. The only distraction•
Williams' classic tragedy of the dy- is the aJ:jsurd, but unavoidable, use of
ing South and the industrial North, the Experimental Green Room as a
as portrayed' through the two main stage for such a esquisite,meaningful
characters, 1Blanche DuBois and and large production .
Th~ closeness and limited space
Stanley Kowalski, is superb actress
does not allow the audience the
Robin McClamb as Blanche.
McClamb's diction and language is aesthetic distance to sit back comforso adequate to today and the move- tably and enjoy the work to the
ment of the play that she captures the fu llest extent. Blanche, Stanley,
audience into her web of lust , disillu- Stella, Mitch are all too close for total
sionment, snobbery and somehow, engulfment. The audience is not
allowed, unendingly, to place the thin
subtle gentleness.
McClamb, a junior in the Depart- line bet,,,.·een reality and illusion (the_
ment of Drama , holds more than her elements that real life are often conweight in the play and oft times she · fronted with) between himself and
ho lds the audience at the beginning the characters. He is forced, during
of the work, allowing them to fall in sce ne changes, tO wit ness the
love with Stella and -- to some extent backstage work, thus the viewer takes
a sort of ''commercial break'' and
-- her arch rival, Stanley.
Keeping the audience from stray· places on the actors the burden of
ing, McClamb delicately holds the reentrapment and retrust.
Also featured in the play is Omar
string that pulls viewers into the
character's world by use of her activi- Golbourne, an excellent Stanley who
ty and -- most importantly -- her eyes. takes the Gullah accent and does
.T he department's production of A \Wonders with it and the scope of
•
Streetcar Named Desire involves Stanley's beinJ;!.
Other splendid notables in the provarious changes in the ethnicity of the
play. Stella, Blanche, Stanley and the duction include Deidre Floyd, Vincent Miller, newcomer Michael
other characters have been Hyatt, Wendy Davis, Andrea Hart,
tr ans formed. "from Polish and Paula Parker~ichael Peftaclton and
·
southern white American~.tQ ~lack ' Ernest Mercer .
By Alison Belhel

Gallaudet's students' protest successful
By Shelia Max"'·ell
Hilltop Staff Reporter

Gallaudet University students re1oiced Sunday evening \Vhen their
:>oard of trustees selected Irving King
Jordan as the university's first deaf
pres ident in it s 124 year history.
The board also announced the
resignation of Board Chairman Jane
Basset Spilman. She \Vas replaced by
Phi lip W. Bravin, a deaf board
. member.
,,
The selection foHowed a \Veek of
:tudent protests sparked by the
Joard's select ion of a hearing presijent, Ann Zinser, over two deaf
finalists. Zin se r resigned last Friday
.n response to student s' demands for
•

a deaf president.
Jordan has served as dean of
Gallaudet's College of Fine Arts and
Sciences since 1986 and as a professor
since 1973. He said he \Vas '' thrilled
to accept the invitation of the board
of trustees. It is a historic moment for
deaf people around the \vo rld . '' Jordan \\'as one of the two deaf final ists.
The board also agreed to other student demands calling for a deaf majority on the board of trustees and
that none of the studen ts be punished for protesting.
-rh e former hearing chairman,
Spilman, told the board that to some,
she had become an obstacle for the
future of tl1e u11iversity. ''Because I
care deeply about Gallaudet's futu re,
I am moving that obstacle," she said .

Lase Thursday, Gal laudet st udent
leaders visited Howard University's
campus asking for the student ' sup' port through the Howard University
Student Association (HUSA). The
students asked fo r a Howard stat ement st.:pporting their protest and invited students to attend a rally held
in their gymnasium Friday, March
11.

··we told them that we supported
their struggle for a deaf president and
we said that we applauded their recent actions (sit-ins) in the name of
achieving the ir objectives," said
J aote \\'atu, HUSA International
Committ ee member.

Student addresses world hunger before UNBy Kenneth Crumpton
Hilltop Staff Reporter

•

Nancy Joseph, a sophomore in the
College of Fine Arts, gave a speech
addressing w.orld hunger at the
United Nations Generfl,l Assembly in
New York City last weekend. ·
Joseph is the assistant director of
Howard University Student Associa·
tion's Community Action Network
program. She also coordinates the International Youth I;nding Hunger
(lYEH) organization.
Last weekend, Joseph gave a briefing and a workshop on wo'rld hunger
to about 200 student s'from around
the worlcl. The workshop informed
students of the number of dying,

-

famine, and chronic hunger stricken
pev ple in society.
On Oct. 16, Joseph presented a
manifesto to Jose DeCullar,
SecreLary General of the U. N.
·oeCullar gave a brief description of
the document and described what the
student 's organization was about.
More than 100,000 students signed
the manifesto that Joseph presented.
Joseph distributed copies of the
manifesto to all of the schools that
were involved \vith IYEH . ''lt took
st udents about tltree months to get
the copies signed and back to me,"
said Joseph.
The U.N. conducted a press conference and Joseph gave her speech
dec.laring the youth's involvement iD

the ceasing of world hunger. She then
gave the manifesto to a representative
to give to .the U.N.
Joseph said, ''The representative
had a prepared statement and could
not read it because she got so emotional." After this event, Joseph was
invited to conduct an international
conference sponsored by the U.N .
Joseph's speech informed. fellow
conventioners that they ·should do
whatever they could to stop world
hunger in their country's.
''The convention was a success
because a lot of younger people attended as well as college students,''
said Joseph.

Park service dedicates black history trail
By Michelle Kathryn Taylor
Hilltop Staff Reporter

Washington is popularly known as
a haven for social progress and a
medium which recognizes the
signifi cance of the history within it.
Last month , the National Park Service dedicated the Washington, D.C.
Black History Trail as_part of the National Trail System.
'' We are quite pleased because the
inclusion presented us with the opportunity to introduce nine hi storic
sites that are not only vital to black
history, but also that of the
Washington area," said Saundra
Alley, of Public Affairs for the Na·
tional Park Service.
The National Trail System are

path\vays, usually designated in or
nearby urban areas that provide a
variety of opportunities for outdoor
recreation. HO\.\'ever, the District's
Black History Trail differs from the
traditional trai ls.
''The Washington, D.C. Black
History Trail is instead a collection
of land mark sites that direct visitors
to magnet site areas within historic
neighborhoods,'' said Dr . Thomas
Battle, Director of the MoorlandSpiii.garn Research Center.
On February 23, the National Park
Sevice named nine sites along the
Washington, D.C. Black History
Trail to be a member of the National
Trail System. These sites include: the
Mt . Zion Cemetery, the Female
Union Band Cemetery, Frederick
Douglass' Home, Howard Universi-

ty and LeDroit Park, Lincoln Park,
Metropolitan ,\. .M .E . church and the
Mary Mcleod Bethune Council
House .
· Williard Andre, a 17-year-old
Eagle Scout, initiated the idea of the
Black History Trail in 1979 to the National Park Service.
Robert Stanton, associate director

of the National Park Service/Capital
Region said, ''Although the sites expanded from the original number, the
current configuration offers the opportunity for a wide exposure to the
city's black history, while retaining
many of the elements of the original
amount and cluster concept.''
Once the planning committee completed its work , the project was turn·
ed over to the District government for
approval and implementation.

..
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Fellow~hips

Up to $14,000 at
Florida Atlantic University

Florida Atlantic University is offering
Fellowships up to $14,000 for those
qualified students interested in specializing in Growth Management within the
MPA Program. For further information
and application materials call Professor
Rlthard Brumback (305) 393-3670 or
write:
School of Public Administration
Florido A tlo ntic University
Boca Roton, FL 3343 l
Dead line for application is June 30,
1988.

,,

Sutton strives for ·change
8}' Curtrise Garner
Hilltop Staff Rc11orter

Sutton Plaza' s dormitory cot111cil
J1as decided to rid tl1e dorm of its partying reputatior1 a11d to i11crcase its
reside nts' par1icipa1io11 i11 dorn1
e\'etllS.
''People say that Sutto11 is \vild
be.;<J.-.1se of incidents like [the stt1dent
mc·lee] Super Bowl night, but otl1er
dorn1s act crazy, too," said Livi11ski
Plaskett, a dorm cou11cil officer.

''Not 100 many people came out
and ii \vas for them, but the ones who
did participate \\'ere satisfied," said
Car!~· lc Scaly, council president. To
\Vrap up events, on March 15, the
counci l presented a forum titled,
''H•i\v to l1nprO\'e the Black Comr11unity'' \vhere students viewed a
\'idco of Nation of Isla m minister,
Lot1is Farrakl1a11.

The sparse cro\vd steadily grew to
about 25 people. But, Sealy said,
stude nts should participate even
more. ''People should stop being so
Tl1e Cou ncil has spo nsored several
fund -raising prcject and seminars, i11- self-centered and tr)' to help, even the
11eighborhood businesses are \vil ling
..:luding a March 12 car \vash that
to \vork \Vith us, like People's Drug
raised more than $200.
Stores said the)' might help us \vith
On March 14, the council honored the Easter egg hunt I \Vant to have,"
about 100 people at the fourth Bi- he sa id .
,\nnual Honors T-Sl1ir1 Ccrcmo11y.
Re sidence H all Week is apThe group also sponsored a Food . 1)roacl1ir1g, a11d Sea!) sai d, the
residents seem really enthusiastic
Stamp seminar for tl1ose '''ho might
about signing up for the upcoming
need extra mo11ey. ''One good thi11g
events.'' ! just hope the participation
about it is tl1a1 if the phone bill is in
is the same after R.E.W. is over
)'Our name, )'our can get a11 extra $15
because _Sutton can be the be:;t
dollar a mon1h," said Shan11on Sin1s,
dorm,'· he said,
a Sutton re ~ ident.
1

Glaucoma
Continued from page 1

acute.
The acute form strikes sudden!)',
inflicting mt1ch pain. Chronic, which
is the type that-most afflicts most victims, works much more slowly and
painlessly. For this reason, it was
dubbed ''the sneak thief of light."
''Glaucoma is basically an eye
disease that is characterized by the
pressure being too high," said
Mason. ''This pressure causes injury
by damaging the optic nerve in back
of the eye.''
He added, ''Early damage to the
nerves in the eye slO\\'ly deteriorate
peripheral vision. Unfortunately, this
happens so slO\\' l~' that those afflicted
don't kno\v \Vha1 is happening."
By the time vision is damaged
enough to be recognized, it is extensive. When ex1ensive damage has occurred, nearl y half of the optic nerve
can be destroyed, he said.
The treatment of glaucoma
depends on ho\v advanced the
diseases. Glaucoma, caught early,
can be treated \vith special eye drops.
For more advanced cases, laser treatment and surgery may be needed.
treatment given to those at"flicted is
to prevent further damage. It canno1
restore eyesight.
One radical treatment that \vas used more in the past and that is still
used today from time to time is the
use of marijuana cigarettes. ''Marijuana lowers intraoccu lar pressure,
but unforutna1ely, the chemical in it
that does this we have as of yet not
been able to sepa rate from the portion of marijuana that fives it is
mind-altering affects," Masons ·d.
'' We don't prescribe marijuan
glaucoma su ffere rs, but it is sti
ed in a research setting," he quic ly
added.

•

Those at the greatest risk of acquiring the disea~e are people over forty
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years of age, black and those that
have family members with the
disease. There is no guarantee that a
person with glaucoma in his family
will con tract the disease, however, it
does increas.e the risk of developing
It.

''If you are at ri sk then it's very
important that you be exam ined at
regular intervals to make sure that if
you are developing ii, it's detected as
early as possible," Mason said.
Although glaucoma is u"sually a
disease that affects those 40 and
older, it does.affect younger people.
1
' Glaucoma in blacks does involve
a younger population, so we do have
some Howard University students in
our glaucoma clinic,'' sa id Mason.
Mason, who did his Glaucoma
training a1 John Hopk ins and who
has been on the staff· of Howard
University Hospital for the past five
years, par"ticipated in a study last year
to find out ho\v prevalent gJauc9ma
is in the black community.
''We received funding from a
govrrnment agency to do ·a study in
the Carribea11 on the black population. It \vas done in St. Lucia in the
\Vest Indies. Out of the 140,000 .
population, we took a sub-segment of
2,000 and examined them for the
prevalence of glaucoma."
Maso n found tl1at more than 10
percent of the individuals over the
age. of thirty had glaucoma, a figure
much higher than studies in the white
population have shown.
''What we are doing right now at
the hospital is compi ling all the information we have put together and stu- '
dying the risk factors for the eevelopment of glaucoma. We do know that
a family history is very .important ,''
he sa id.
·
In addition, Mason and the .opthalmology staff at the Hospital are
doing resea,ch on the effectiveness of
laser treatn1ent and su rgery for
glaucoma sufferers.
·
Currently, the mo st reliable
defense against glauco1na is regular
eye examinations, Mason said.
''The best prevention against
Glaucoma is early detection. You do
not \Vant 10 discover it after you have
lost a lot of vision because you can't
bring that back," he said .
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TltE UNiVERSiTy CRillE
2722 CEORGiA AVENUE
(ACROSS FROM

H.U. 7-11)
•

ANNOUNCES ITS
•

SPRING BREAK
MEAL PLAN

••

With a $200 Security Deposit,
you can eat as often as you wish.
You or· your parents/guardians .
will then be billed for that,
month's total food bill.
•
Come eat in an environment
that's clean. Why settle for
cramped, unclean conditions and
poor service when you can enjoy
TV, music and great homemade
dishes prepared right before your
•
eyes.
Stop by and talk to Joe for more
information or call 265-9220/1 . .
Hours of Operation:
8-8 Weekdays, 9-8 Saturdays
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•
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zdent in team,

Top seeded tennis star con
expects victory in upcoming tournamPnt
By Angela C. Allen
Hilltop Staff Reporter

'

Sophomore Kelley Wi lson, top
seed o n the Ho wa rd Universit y's
Wo men 's Tenni s Team, canie to
Howard on a full at hletic scholarship
last year. She has been the women 's
number one player since that time.
'' It cau sed a littl e trouble last
year," said Wilson·," because the girl
wh o hcid played number one \vas a
senior.''
\Vilson, a native of Phila. Pa., said
that she chose to co me to Howard
becau se of the interest that Howard
tennis coach, Larry St rick land , showed in her . Al so beca use she had gone
to all white sc hools fo r 13 years and
wanted a change.
' ' I lik e it a lot here,'' said Wilson,
' ' It 's exposed me to different types of
people from all over , it's the first ti1ne
I've been in a setting that \\'as
pre d o m ina te ly black. That's a
change!''
\Vil son also said that Coach
Strickl and ''is very supportive of us
(team) , he wants us to do \veil.''
Th rougho ut hi gh school, \Vi !so11
sai d she was active in sports. Sl1e \Vas
O il th e va rsity field hockr · r
1.-ntball ·and tenn is teams. W11:'.10n:. 111ajor is a nat ural outgrO\\'th of her interest in athletics- phys ical therapy
wi th an interest in sports medicine .
Wilso n said she started playing ten . ni s wh en she was about 11 years-old,
as part o f a tennis program at a local
recreat ion cent er.
'' I got interested and continued to
play," said Wilson.
Bill John son is tl1e 1nan that
Wilson att ribu tes lier tale11ts to. He
coached her for six a11d a l1alf years
be fo re she ca me to Ho\vard.
' ' I still go to see him \vhen I'm at
ho1ne," said \V ilson.
Wilson's pa rents <ire attributed for
mu ch o f her success. They \Vere
al\va ys will ing to take her to
tourn ament s.
''Eve ry wee kend \Vhen I \vas
younger I was al\vays in a tournament," Wilson said.
\Vilson has pl ayed~i n tournament~

in places suc h as Atlanta,. Ga ..•

Detroit, Ml ., Los Angeles, Ca .,
Florida a nd Ne\v York. Wilson has
a l!.o played in various pl aces in New
J ersey, Penn sylvania and Delaware.
Wilson 's schedu le is very busy
come the fall and spring, when most
of t he mat ches a re played . Winter
ti me is spen t mainly in practice from
3 to 5:30 p. m ., M o nday thru Friday.
Banne ker Stad ium and the indoor
courts at Ha ines P oi nt a re whe re the

•

Unkept Banneker field.

team practices.
In addition, the players run or
spri nt for 20 minutes and also lift

Ath·Jetic dept. fails
to provide essentials

\Veights to increase their strength and
end uran ce. Th e weight-li fting sessio ns uss ual ly last 45 minutes, three
times a 'veek.
In refere nce to the team , Wilso n
sa id,
' 'I t's
go tt en
a
lo t
stronger .. . we've recruited a lot of
peo ple, but there is s[iJI a lot o f \VOrk
that needs to bE: done."
According to Wilso n, the team s'
goal is tO \vin the upcoming MEAC
tour nament, \Vhich \viii ta ke place
A pri l 14-17 in Ta llahasse, Fla., at
Flor ida A&M Uni versity.
'' Fl o rid a A&M and So uth
Caro lina State wi ll be o ur to ughest
competit ion," said Wilson. '' It won't
be easy, but I thi nk \Ve have the abi lity to beat both of t hem.''
Last year the team finis hed th ird in
1he M EAC tour nament. Wilson
he rself fini shed seco nd in si ngles a nd
came in fi rst along with partner
Tamiko J ac kson in doub les.
'' My game is more ground stro kes
and consistency. My coach is tryin g
to get me to volley mo re and be mo re
~!;tgressive,'' said Wilso n.
Wi lson is a member of t he Mi dd le
Stales Tennis Associatio n a 11 d \vas
ra11kcd ch ird in 1985 by the An1erican
Tennis Associat ion. Although \Vilson
l1a<; 110 desire to play professional ten11is, she \\'Ould prefer to ''maybe
teach tennis or p lay fo r leisure.''
Wilson said school a nd tenn is
co me fir st in her !lfe, but she does not
neglect o ne for the other. To play o n
t he team , o ne's G. P .A. must be a
2.0. Wilson has a 2 .7 and said it 's
to ugh 10 keep her grades up \vhile be-

· ·~

Baseball team left to provide bats, balls
•

Howard University's Athletic
Department has failed to provide
some teams \Yith the necessary equipment to participate in their v~rious
sports, acording to athletes. Even
though the department is '" orking on
a deficit budget , some ~thlete s still
feel that the University !should pro,
vide them with s neaker~ and other
• •
- .. ..... equipment .
' . . ' '
'
'
'
.
.
• '
Howard university's baseball team,
• • . '
• • • • • • • · • • • • • • ·
. '
'
' . ' ' • • • • • • • •
a good club with past championships
'
'
• • • • • •
.
.
and three former players currently
• • • •
' ' '
.
' • • • • • • •
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
• • • • '
signed with major league farm clubs,
, ' ' • ' • '
• • • • • • • •
•
•
•
•
· '
plays on a hazardous diamond that
• • • • • • • • • • •
•
'
• . • • • ~ • • • • • • • • • ' • ' has broken glass and large stones all
•
• • • • • •
. .,
• • • • • • · • • · • • · • •· • about. SC?me of the players have light
. ' ' .
'
• • · • • · • blue spikes, whi le others have red or
• • • • .'
• ' • • • ' , '
• • • •
•
•
•
•
• '
• • •. , •• · • · • • • ·• · black shoes. '' It's disheartening, "
•
• • • • • • ' • • '
• ' • ' ·'
. • • · • • • · •
said.one player (who would like to remain un-identified), ' 'to go to games
where the other team looks uniform
Photo by Keith l.eadbetle1
and they are matching from their
Kelley Wilson practices her number one form.
shoe laces to their bat:; and bags.''
The club supplies its own bats and
ing out-of-town on tournament s.
said Wil son. ''You miss your after- some of the players do not ·have stir'' The hardest part is missing classes noon classes depending on how far rups to go along with their uniforms.
an d hav ing to resc hedul e tests. a\\•ay the mat'C h is, so we try to have The team members raised money by
Sometimes teachers aren' t a\\vays so al l our classes before two in the after- selling towels to buy jackets for
\villing 10 let you mak e- up a test," noon.' '
NA l h.~f11Se1v~_. ...

.

. ~....

.
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•

'

•
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Baseball player anticipates pro future
despite knee injury, hesitant scouts
Hilltop Staff Reporter

•
RASTAR
""""'"
•

OPENS FRIDAY MARCH 25th

.

''We are not the type of team to
corr1plain or anything and we are not
asking for much, l;>ut it's just the littie things that should be supplied.
Sometimes we have problems getting
baseballs,'' said one player.
The b'asebal l team is not the only
squad that claims to have problems
getting eq1Jipment . The Howard
swim team, who are the current TriState Champions, supply their own
trunk s, caps and goggles. The
Howard tennis team, who were the
Mid-Eastern
Athletic
Canference champions, ffiuSt pay to restring their own rackets.
Jason DeMarco, a fo rmer tennis
player, said that he ·~paid about $15
every two weeks for the re-stringing
of his rackets.'' Along with the added expenses of buying new tennis
shoes when the ones issued to him
wore out , plus the cost of new
-rackets, DeMarco estimates.that he
spent approximately $500 out of his
own pocket.
Basketball players complain of incompetent service from the University in help;ng them get new shoes
after a pair has worn out during the
season.
John Spence~. a leading senior on
O Con!inu~_.on DaQe 1 i ...

By Tuanda Ward

MADE EUGENE AMAN.
BUT DAISY GAVE HIM
BASIC TRAINING!

'

.

.

THE ARMY

•

By Charlisa Holloway
Hilltop Staff Reporter

rTHEW BRODERICK

I

'
Photo by Paul Woodruf1

When Erik Nelson was 15-yearsold, doctors told him he would never
proba bl r wa lk and definitely never
r un again .
Now Nelson is captain of Howard's
bas"Cball team and has a batting
ave fage of .450.
Nelson is a major draft choice for
profess ional baseball teams and has
received many letters from interested
teams. Nelson is carefully watched by
baseball scouts who come to both the
Bison' s practices and games .
'']think 1havea90 percent chance
of getting drafted if my determination does not diminsh, and it won't,''
he said with a smile.
Nelson, a senior majoring in
human development but specializing
in chi ld development, is a catcher for
the Bison team and an outfielder,
\vhen he gets tired.
Born in the District and raised in
Ft. Washington , Md ., Nelson said
that when in high school he was approached by professional baseball
teams.
''l W(\S asked to sign in high school
by the Pittsburgh Pirates and the St.
Louis Cardinals," said Nelson, ''but
·I wanted to go to school (college)
. because my parents wanted me to go
Erik Melson at bat as his teammates look on.
to school,''
Nelson said that he has always excelled in baseball. ''I started off with wore it for two and a half months because .I wanted to do good and
tee-ball when I was eight-years-old because his bones healed so fast. because people didn't think .I should
and almost everytime I was up at bat, Nelson's parents told him that the play with my knee,'' said Nelson. Not
1 hit the ball out of the park."
recommended physical therapy was only did he play football and receive
This catcher said that he started too expensive and that he had to awards for it, but he also participated
playing baseball for his high school rehabilitate his knee which was pinn- in basketball and baseball.
His senior year in . higlt school,
during his sophomore year.
ed together, on his own.
''I began playing for my 'school
'' I was determined to show myself Nelson pulled ligaments in the same
(Friendly High School) when I was I cquld do it on my own;'' said injured knee.
''I had to go to ..... therapy then
15,'' he said, ''and I was on the Nelson . He said his ''therapy'' conjunior varsity team for five days sisted of ~alking up and down the because it was obvious iny knee was
before the coach decided to move me stairs in his house and joggiilg around not strong','' he said.
Nelson said he's been to a number.
up to varsity."
his neighborhood. Every now and
Nelson soon found himself theI\. he said he would play of professional team tryouts and has
done well . However, he said teams
plagued with a recurring knee injury basketball.
that would haunt his athletic career .
Nelson said that after one month are hesitate to recruit him because his
'He said that one week before his 16 - and a half, his cast was off and he •knee • may-.•hurt his Career and their
·
.birthday in April, and on the day he was running. Although, he still had investment.
Nelson, who has maintained a
.was to start with the varsity team, he to wear a light metal brace, which he
broke his knee.
is still supposed to wear. ''I was sup- grade point average around the 3.0
''My junior varsity team played posed to wear the brace all day ex- mark , said that if not drafted, he
earlier that day and I was playing left cept for when in bed,' ' said Nelsbn, plans to attend law school in the fall
field," he rec!Jlled. ''I ran to catch a '' but I didn't because I didn't want of 89'.
''I want to go to law school or grad
ball and collided with the player in anybody who didn't play sports to
school in the fall of 89' .and be a
center field."
know I was hurt.''
'' Doctors told me I wouldn't be
After working with his knee the en- juvenile lawyer or do something with
able to walk and if I could walk, that tire summer, Nelson, going against criminal justice,'' said Nelson.
''I don't want to 'say yes I'm goI definitely would not be able to the wishes of his parents and doctors,
run," Nelson said .
signed up to play football far his high -~~g pro -~nd .then 4on't, \>'!~ I woyt!,.
Nelson said doctors told him he school team.
say that my chances are very good ''
would have to wear a cast from .six
"I really wanted ta play and I said Nelson. ''It's all up to me wh~at
months to a year; however, he only played so many positions (in football) my destination will be.''.

'

•

•
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Campus unity discussed at panel
By LaShawn Davis
and Rhonda Mann

Charles Hamilton Houston
Legal Education Institute
Organized in 1988
Summer Pre-Law Program
June 13 July 31

it is like starting over."
Helena Valentine, a data coor·
dinator for a sickle cell research pro·
ject, said, ''Our patients know us
here . This means they 'vill have to gd
• to the (Howard) hOspjtal ·and -be put
Continued from page 1 into another department. It will be
like starting over for them.''
Grealy Marshall, administrative
center, funding it has never needed director of the center, said, ''When
from the school's budget before.
I heard about the lost funding I
'' As a teacher, I can only reque~t t hought where do we go from here,
the funds but I don't know if tl1~ ;-ind how do we recover?'"'
university will support the center,'' he
The cFnter, which was started in
said.
1972 and is located at 2121 Georgia
The news has been devastating for Ave. next to the university hospital,
the employees that work for the will not be in a financial bind for
center.
long, Scott said.
''We have worked here for a long
''With the continued support of
time," said Rossalyn Semper, a the community we can overcome this
pediatric nurse practitioner. ''For us, temporary (etback, '' Scott said.

Intense Law School Preparation
Program Primarily for Entering
Minority Law School Students

Scott

Legal Vocabulary Development
Case Analysis .
Legal Research
Legal Writing
Civil and Criminal Procedure
Exam Taking Techniques
Brief Writing
Oral Advocacy
Attitudinal Development
Discipline

All classes are . held
Georgetown Law Center in
evenings and taught by
perienced attorneys and
professors.
For applications, please
_, 369-6799.

stressed unity and liberation of

Afro·Americans.
Hilltop S1aff Rc~rt~rs
''Organization presupposes uni·
Several campus organizations met· ty," said HUSA representative Jaote
Tuesday night in the Armour J. Yawata ~ He urged African·
Blackburn University Center to Americans to join l)rganizations
discuss pledging practices, stu'dent designed to liberate their people
unity.
·
world.Wide.
The panel was organized after a
conflict two weeks ago between Black
Abdul Haqq Islam, a How,ard
NIA Force and Alpha Phi Alpha graduate ~t~~el!_tj!J:d me~~er <Jf the
J:~at_~!nity...L Inc., Beta Chapter.
Natfun of Islam, told students to
Many students came to witness the ''question the intent of organizations
criticis,m and defense of.black greek
and see that criticism is not condem·
letter fraterni!ies' and sororities'
n::ttion."

-

t<
t<
t<
t<
t<
t<
t<
t<
t<
t<

pledging practices, but the conference

'h'ief

Athletic
Department

at
the
exlaw

Continued from page 1O

the squad, said that ''we l ask our
coach for the shoes then he goes to
the assistant athletic director. Then
she must go through the equipment
manager . ..\II that takes up too much
time, so either you practice in your
game shoes and \vear them out or you
go out and buy your own shoes.''
Willaim P. Moultrie, Howar J 's
athletic director, sa id that an athlete
shou ld willingly pay those extra ex·
pens..::. ''if he plays the sport because
he wants to win.•· He also said that

call

t

tahtehluent~l esrhs ituyldpubtes inab9l5e pte rcce n t_,
7

0

0

00

tribute five percent.''
Moultrie admits tl1at he is nbt
satisfied with the facilities and equip·
ment that Howard now has but he
adds that ''we are a long way from
where '"'e were and from where \Ve
want to be. We have a three year im·
provement program in the \VOrks
now."
Mo.ultrie further explained that the
Howard athletes do not generate
enough money to support themselves.
·rennis coach, Larry Strickland, said
1t.a1 when the football stadium is full
and the 11niversity has to continually
add ne''' bleachers he is ''happy
because I know that the suppor1 of
those teams help the athletic depart·
rnent."
Strickland emphasized that as a
cuach, his focus is not on the equipn1en1, but on ''good strokes'' and
conditioned athletes and winning.''
' I'd love to have three uniforms 10
\VOrk \vith and new shoes every time
they get scuffed, but we are working
on a deficit budget,'' said Strickland.

Pav• ''

'

•

•

Although Jackson, who in Illinois
won 32 percent of the vote and 36
delegates, claimed that he now leads
all other candidates ''in popular votes
and delegates,'' Illinois Senator Paul
Simon was the winner of Tuesday's
contest.
Winning his first contest in 29 at·
tempts, Simon won 42 percent of his
home state's vote and 137 delegates.
Simon told reporters after a disap·
poir1ting Super Tuesday loss, that he
planned to keep campaigning for
delegates because the Democratic
convention, to be conducted in
Atlanta in July will nominate a
''bartered nominee.''
Simon said that he believes that by
winni.ng a ' reasonable number of
delegates, that he will have a pivitol

voice in the nomination.
Jackson's chief rival for the
nomination, Massachusetts Gov.
Michael Oukakis, who came in a distant third in Illinois with 17 percent
~f the vote, made a strong showing
1n the state, but lost despite spending
$250,000 on a last minute tel~vision
cainpaign.
The remaining ·candidates, Sen.
Gore and Rep. Richard Gephardt (DMo.) won five percent and two percent ·or the vote respectively.
During his visit Jackson took time
to down.play Vice President George
Bush. "When I'm elected (there will
be) 'Jackson-Action and an 'Am·
Bush''' he-said. He joked that ''Mrs.
Reagan says, 'Just say no,' President
Re3.gan just says nothing and George
Bush just does nothing.''
Jackson continued to blast Bush
calling his ''tough talk'' weak leader·
ship.'' He also noted that he has no
plan tC' alter his campaign strategy.
''If tt11.: lineup you have gets you to
the Super Bowl, you should kep that
lineup, ''he said.
·
Repu}?lican front-runner Bush won
his party's Illinois primary by an 18
percent margin. Bush, who won 54
percent of the vote and 62 delegates,
beat his closest competitor, Kansas
Sen. Robert Dole, who claimed 36
percent of the vote and 20 delegates.
The remaining candidates, former
television evangelist Pat Robertson
claimed seven percent.of the vote and
New York Rep. Jack Kemp won two
percent of the vote.

Strickla11d also said that free re·
stringing services for the athletes will
be added soon. ''Years ago we had
a hard lined administration that tgld
me what they were going to provide
me wit•1 and I had little say in the
matter. Now I do those things su~h
a free stringing ·and a re·srtining
machine are forthcoming.'' Some athletes and administrators
have stated that new' uniforms or bet·
ter looking equipment does not pro·
duce great athletes. Strickland said
that he has never seen ''a brand
spanking new pair of shoes win a·
game'' and other athletes added that
they did not 11eed better uniforms to
win, just the opportunity to par·
ticipate on the team is enough
incentive.
On the other hand, athletes said
that when they are out on the field
or court, they are not representing
themselves, but Howard University.
The University ~!1ould out.fit them in
the best manner possible because they
are liasons of Howard to people out·
side of the institution.
_ Moultrie justified the - athletic

department's system by saying that
'the students- fail to realize that we
provide 186 people here with full
scholarships and Howard also provides the athlete with one of the
greatest, educations he can· get.''
Spencer; who went to the Pan.Am
Game tryouts, siad that ''it's great to
be able to brag about your school's
academic record, and to know that
you are going to graduate because
some players I met (at the tryouts)
were not even sure of that. But it
would be nice to be able to walk in
there with Howard parphernalia that
the school provided me like the other
players."
In essence, the athletes want what
they feel they deserve. Champi6nship
clubs like the baseball and swim
teams feel that Howard should pro·
vide them witli at least some of the
smaller needs like swimming trunks,
matching spikes and stirrups. The
University' does not deny ~hat it needs
to provide this equipment but it must
look realistically at its budget and
evaluate which teams need what
equipment and in what priority.

Jackson

Continued from page 1

This was Jackson's first campaign
stop in the District this season before
the city's May 3 primary, where 24
delegates will be at stake. ''Basically
the
District
is ... a
Jackson
stronghold,'' said an Albert Gore (D·
Tenn.) supporter.
After his neighborhood walk and
rally at the Frank Reeves Mt1.:1icipal
Center, Jackson was wisked away to
Democratic Congressional Campaign
Committee banquet
at
the
Washington Hilton.
_,.

FINANCIAL AID DEADLINE

'

FALL SEMESTER- APRIL I; I988
-

***YOU MUST APPLY TO BE CONSIDERED***
AID IS pEPENDENT UPON:
Completed Howard University Financial Aid Application
Need Analysis Document On File (U.S. Citizens. and
Permanent Residents)
v Financial Aid Forni (FAF)-Undergraduate Students
v Graduate and Professional School Financial Aid Service
Form (GAPSFAS) l Graduate and Professional Students
Good Academic Standing
·
Satisfactory Academic Progress
Availability of Funds
I
•
l

1.
2.

•

3.

4.
5.

Applications are Available in Room 2xx, _
M.W. Johnson Administration Building
'

'

•

•

•

Adrienne W. Price
Director of Financial Aid and Student Employment
•

•

'

•

l•

i•

•

-

, I

_,

•
•
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Personals

Students-Faculty-Staff-top prices

O'Friend:
Sunday night was quite interesting .
There IS an interest on my part.
Perhaps I'm just not sure how/if you
will react .
I didn't forQet .
Purlie:
They always warned . us about men
who are only looking for a good time

Color/Numerology Session
2209 Ross Road
Silver Spring , MD 20910
1-3 p.m .
March 19, 1988
$15 cash admission
301 /565-9453
Pre-registration required
Happy Belated Birthday Myrtis '
I hope you enjoyed your special day
The Guy Who Always Smiles At You .

!!! LOST!!! LOST!!! LOST! !!
Large BLACK rectangular object
with GOLD heiroglyphics. If found
please ·call 1-800-555-1906

The Graduate Students of the
School of Business and Public Administration present their annual
sympos·ium on April 1 & 2.

'

HUSA encourages your student
organization to hold fundraisers for
the Self-Help program. Please visit
Room 102 in Blackburn Center for
support in developing a fundraiser,
or call 636-7007. Support your
future through Self-Help.
What happens when the Ques

tery will be held in the Blackburn

Center on August 25 at .1 :30 p.m.
Students may select a lot and enter
· the Parking Lottery only once . The
Parking Fee for students for
academic ·year 1988·89: will b~
$120.
CLEAN N' FRESH PRODU CTS

Videos, Cassette tapes and' books
by Minister Louis Farrakhan arid
others.
Contact Shonda Jones at 636-0588
or 667-7887
UBIQUITY IS COMING BACK!!!

but I didn 't know

ZOO JOBS!! !
Friends of the National Zoo (FONZ )

•

~

!

is now hiring! Part-time hours now
available during the week and on
weekends . If you wish, convert to
full-time hours when your schedule
allows. Openings exist as lnfbrmation or Traffic Aids; Gift Shops; Park·
ing or food service attendants; food
service leaders; or grounds
maintenance assistants. competitive
wages and compensation. A once·ina-lifetime experience. Apply in per-

son or call 673-4640 for an application M·F 9 a.m.-4 p.m.

•
•
•
••
•
•
•
•
•
•
••

And I didn 't know

that these men
could
hold pleasant conversation
make me laugh
and be of interest !o me
l guess I didn't know
that men
who only wanted a good time
could be '
like you!
Cricket

Human Resources .Department
Mane Restaurant
··
National Zoo
'Nashington, D.C.
.

,

M/FN/H

EOE

Tutor-Counselors are needed for sixweek residential program on campus
June 19-July 29, 1988. Apply Upward Bound Office, 2213 Fourth St.,
NW (Next to Hilltop Office)
•

•

Senior Day Camp Counselors : 17·21

years old, background in ECE, Child
Development, Recreation , ·physical

Education or the Arts . Child care experience , valid driver's license
preferred . $5-6 .50/hr. Contact
Deborah Macanic, 462-1055, TuesFri, 11 ·4 p .m.

•
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Happy Birthday to my cat -tivating
Sands of Spring '86, Zeta Phi Beta
Sorority, Inc. The road we travel may
be rough at times , but the Blue and
White will guide us through!
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I believe you just might be SMOOTH
enough for me.
PINKY
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Giavanna · '' Bunny '' Pullen
Have a Happy 21st Birthday.
Your Brother, Mansy
'' Quiet Storm''

Program ill:

Program IV:

Black Music

Black Poets

Tue, Mar 22, 6:30

Tue, Mar 22, 8: 15

Three SL Clair Bourne films
dealing with Black musicians:
Soul, So wads, andMo.1aty (1969,
20 mins.) examines Black musi ·
ciaos in the·recort! industry, including Smokey Robinson,
Isaac Hayes, and Gladys Knight
and the Pips.
·
Big CiJy Blwts (1981 , 28 mins.)
portrays a new generation of
blues musicians in QUcago.
Q,. IM Boultvard (1984, 28
r::ins.), Bourne's first fiction
film, stars Lawrence Hiltoo·
Jacobs ("Welcome Bacl:, Kotter'') as an unemployed musician who falls in love with a
dancer on the streets of Holly·
wood.

Two of SL Oair Bourne's finest
films look at the work ct two of
America's most important
black poets:
I fl Motion: Amiri Bara.ta (1983,
58 mins.) portrays the past arld
present of the radical Black poet
also known 11 Leroi Jones.
Langstofl Hwghts : Tht Drtam
Kttper (1986, 57 mins.) examines the life and times of Hughes
with commentary from, among
othen:, James Baldwin, Amiri
Baraka, Gwen Brooks, Leopold

Black
Movements

Black Journeys
of J?iscovery

Wed, Mar 23, 6:30

Wed, Mar 23, 8:30

Four films by SL Clair Bourne:
TM Sowth: BlackS1udt11t Movt·
nul'lts (1969, 20 mins.) lodts at

Twc. extnordinaiy St. Clair
Bourne ftlms about pcn:onal
voyages of discovery:
Ltt thl. Chwrch Say Altwtt.!
(1973, 60 mins.) chrmicles lhe
maiden voyage of a young
Black minister into 'the ·deep
soulh.
TM Black atld the Green (1983,
45 mins.)is the amazing story cl
five African-American ad.ivisl.I
who take 1 journey to Belfast
and observe the differences and
similarities of the sttUggle in
Northern Ireland

Senghor, and Max Roach.

BlacK camp.is activimt in the
American south.
Malcolm
X
Libtralio fl
U1livtrsiJy (1969, 20 mins.) tells
the story of Black students leaving a white university to stan.
!heir own school.
TM Nati.off. of Common SttLJt
(1970, 20 mins.) concerns the
Black Muslims and features
Hon. Elijah Muhammed.
Afro-Da1lct (1970, 20 min s.)
looks 11 the Black dance movement and features Elco Pomarc
and Percival Borde.

TICKET PRICES
Members• $3.50
Member's Guests•• $4.00
Non-Members $4.SO
•Includes children under 13
••Includes senior citizens &

BOX OFFICE: The American Film Institute Theater Box Office is located in the Hall of
Stat~ at the Kennedy Center. It is open from 5:00 to 9:00 p.m. seven days a week. For a pre·
recorded daily p rogr am dial 785-4600, or 785-4601 after 5:00 p.m. for funher information.
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=d of VVaiting
-to see your Doctor?

COPIES!

Try Union Medical Center, Inc. located just across Georgia Avenue
from Howard University Hospital. Our multi-specialty group can
provide quality health care without the long wait.

• Copies
• Passport Photos
• Self-Serve Typewriters
• Oversize Copies

Our staff and affiliated physicians are available to see you Monday
through Friday 9 AM-5:30 PM and Tuesday until 7:30 PM and
Saturday 9 AM to 2:30 PM. Call for an appointment.

• Binding
• Floppy !Jisks

• Stationery
• Pick-up &

Delivery

•Podiatry
• Pediatrics
• Cardiology
• Internal Medicine

• 08/GYN
' Urology
• Orthopedics

M-F 7-9

Sat 9.9
Sun 12-9

kinko·s·

Freaky·Deaky
You're in for an evening you'll never
forget.
I love you ,
Your Private Dancer

,

UNION MEDICAL CENTER, INC.

Trinity Square
204 Michigan Ave., N.E.
232· 7124

Happy Birthday, Honey Baby!

2024 GEORGIA AVENUE, N.W . •WASHINGTON, O.C. 20001·303B • 202/234-2187
'

~AfE

Chess-nut

Do you fear the light of the sun? Do
you fear the dawning of the day? Do
you fear the advent of Spring? I
Tex as make a cowboy out of you.
With LOVE

Queenie

•

CLASSIFIED
Advertising Policies

PRIVACY ...
CONVENIENCE .. .
PEACE OF MIND .. .

wonder WHY you ,fear ... ? Don 't let

'

A UNIQUE KIT THAT OFFERS YOU •..

To the Secret Admirer in the School
of Engineering:
You should make yourself know,
then we might be able to get

l•t ''""'I .. fMI - )
CONVENIENCE I" wld 11 ~Ill "'•It~

PRIVACY ltrHr

Contracept1~e
• Spe1m1c111a1 Condoms

"C. H." from Albany , NY.:

I waited and you didn 't show. Tuesday or Thursday will be your last
chance to make yourself known .
Eric from '' The Brook''

don 't worry about what my neighbors

would think . They have no idea .

Rent

--

Female to rent room near campus.
Newly-renovated. $250 per month .
Call 332-0411. Ask for Carl or Ed·

Inserts

!101
( 3)

• Ullt~·Th1n Condoms

( J)

• Lub11cat1ng Gel (packe1 s)
• 610ette Wasl\·Ups 1packets)

(12)

! 8)
I 8)

• Safe Love Pan!y-L1ner

• FREE SAFE LOVE 'S " Gulde lo Sate Se1 Booklet"

SAFE
LOVE, INC.
SO• 1300, Grea t Neck . Nsw YDfk 11023

I
I
I

Campus Organizations

-----------Pleose .eno one KIT 1s1 .11

$14 . 95 ea.

Pius

SnoolHOnOlong 1NVS •11 lllll 111!1111•1 Tola I!
wr.11 cnec• g, rno~•v 01oe1 10
Sl l. ••• 1300, Gr111 Nt,k, NY 11023
Allow I !o J •ttti dth•tlY '"'UOtl IO<

I
I
I

Nan1t

I

Cot~ •

All 'nite talker
I
Did you see the first one?
I
Are you planning on putting that on
hope you plan on leaving messages
from here on in, especially since the
last one sounded like there was
more to it once you f inally
remembered what it was. And oh,

D Personal ads will be charged $2.00 not to exceed 15 words; personal ads
ov.er 15 words will be additionally charged $1.00 for every five words ov·er the
limit.
·
D The Hilltop editorial staff reserves the right not to print personal ·ads
[Hilltopics] that are deemed to be profane, defamatory or libelous.

Tiii SAfE LOVE KIT lncliidts:
j44 items individually wrapped).

• Sate love

To the Anonymous Phone Caller,

Personals

am,.....,.. "'' lllfl1

llOllt llWtlltil """""I lllllillf 1rMSltHlllOI * -1

Diana in School of H.E ..
I still enjoy everything I see. Perhaps
one day you will let me experience
the ecstasy of your eroticism.
Mr. Obvious

For

11

PEACE OF MINO !k...••l Jtl

Graduating E.E.

your disk, too? Hopefully so .... I also

FONZ

SL Q&ir Bourne celebrates his 20th year as an indcpcndcnt producet-dircctorin film and video this spring with a toWCring repuwion. He
began with the public television series "Bladt Jwmal'' in 1968 and became one of the major crcaton c:l the Black documedlty, ]riina
at the experiences of Afro-Americans fran their point of view rather than 1 viewpoint imposed by othen:. In his two dcc1de1 of filmmalt·
ing, SL Clair Bowne has helped change peraeption1 in many 1~1. His fllm1 have btcot11e journeys of ditcOVcry whether his 1ubjcct ii black
poeu, black mulic, or black movcmenu. This dedicllcd and talented filmmaker bu not IO much portrayed his world but allowed that world
to speak for itself. It is indeed a remarlr:able sdrit:YemenL

•

that these men
could be
educated
clean cut
intelligent

together.

Help Wanted

St. Clair Bourne in person, March 22 & 23:
20 Years of Black Independent Filmmaking

••
•
••

now? How 'bout that?

•

Hall of States, John F. Kennedy Center, Washington, D.C.

: fro~ "tjte Di ~ectot of
! lfte'.s Gotta I/AYE jt"

Mrs. Roc-n-it,
The Midwest Student Alliance Her~ 's
to
you
and
that
presents a Spring Talent Show, ceeaeyeeleyeenge·efayen
Thursday , March 31 in the Blackburn eseaeleleyeenge emayent
1 Ballrrom. Tickets are $2 and are
available at the Cramton Box Office. Jerry,
I could easily write 353 reasons why
The United Ministries at Howard I love you , but the biggest reason is
University invited you to the Holy that you love me back.
Eucharist , Wednesdays at 7 p.m . in Veronica
the Chapel in the Carnegie Building .
To Derrick Payne
Bison Cheerleader and Mascot Eyes are watching you!! Aren 't you
cheerleaders tryouts are here! . An curious??
information session will be held Secret Admirer, B.K.A.
Wednesday, March 16 at 5:30 p.m. ''The Thrill on the Hill ''
in the P.E. Annex (behind the Fine
Arts Building ). A Cheerleader Wor· Michael A.K.A . Shorty,
shop will be held March 28·April 4 Happy Birthday!!! Now you're a legal
LITTLE guy, before you were just a
from 5:30·8 p.m.
LITTLE guy-LITTLE improvement!!!
.. Effective April 1, ANY vehicle left on Love,
university property for 15 days ME
without permission from the Office
ot Security Services/Parking Branch, To DJSRV:
will be considered abandoned and I was just getting used to our Thursday night rendezvous . What happens
will be towed .
Student Parking Lottery Forms will
be available in the Parking Office
which is located in the ''A'' Building,
Room #B-05 on April 15. The Lot-

'

The American Film Institute Theater

: anew0>1rifJ./ W-t!H M'61e

from
the .University of Maryland
Kimberly Annette Hightower,
join forces for a night_of elegant , Have a Super Terrific, Extra Exciting,
outrageous fun? Find out when the Absolutely Wonderful 21st Birthday!
OMEGA MADNESS Weekend kicks Love,
off April 22 & 2311!
'' The One Who Doesn't Live Here''
The Howard University Art Gallery
will hold its 18th annual Art Faculty
Exhibition through April 22. The ex·
hibit.on is fre'e and is open from
9-4:30 p.m. , Monday thru Friday.

•

•

Announcements
paid for used and unwanted books
with resale value. Tim .Jones, TAJ
Book Service 722-0701 . Support a
student enterprise.
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$2 .00
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D If an organization is placing a classified ad for the purpose of announcing
a m.eeting, seminar, or non-profit making event, there is no charge if the cl31>sified
ad 1s under 30 words. There will be a $1.00 charge for every five words over
the 30 word limit.
D If the organization is sponsoring an event that will be a profit-making venture (i.e., parties, selling of flowers, cabaret, etc.(the charge will be $5.00 for
every 20 words or less and $1.00 extra charged for every five additional words)

I

,,,,,,1;.:,rt••

• Local Companies/Agencies

CONT ACTS

SOFT
LTD .
MEOtCALGROUPFORl:'YES Total
Pennaftex Pwi11•1'ena

$79
Bal Ext. Wtar •••••••

Add. Pair(2 weeks) .....••. $50
Add. color Ext. to-6
(Ind: Violet) ,, ....... ... ,, .$79

$65
$179

DtllJ Coutacta ••••••.
Chg, Br. Eye to Bl. Cl<.
Aq..., Kuti, Dk. Br•.•

ward or leave a message on answt
ing machine .

D A flat ra.te of $10.00 for 20 words will be charged to companies wishing
to advertise in The Hilltop.

Individuals
D Individuals \\'ho wish to place a classified ad for the purpose of buying, sell-.
ing, or ap.notincing a service will be charged $5 00 for 20 words and $1.00 for
every five words over 20 words.
v' All

classified advertisements [Hiiltopics] are due the Monday immediately
preceding publication ·at 5 p.m. There will be NO EXCEPTIONS!!!
v' No credit will be extended· to advertisers.

Attent ion 1988 Graduates:

Starting your professlonal career in
the DC area? Looking far first-class

housing? Modern , 4-bedroom
townhouse available. Near Metro.

OD/MDtl111Md

Gall 269-1626 after 6 p.m.

NO CASH-NO AD

.
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